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INTRODUCTION 
Oryza, including 27 species, is a genus of plants in the grass family and divided into 11 genome 
types. Two AA-genome Oryza species, O. sativa in Aisa and O. glaberrima in Africa, have been 
independently domesticated as rice ~ 10,000 and ~ 3,000 years ago, respectively. Especially O. 
sativa, including two major subspecies japonica and indica, is the staple food for half the world. 
While rice blast disease, caused by Magnaporthe oryzae, is threatening the crops production as the 
most destructive disease concerning the rice crop in the world. To resist these pathogens infection, 
rice has evolved resistance genes (R-gene) over the course of evolution. Thus, deployment of R-
genes into commercial crops has been an effective strategy for achieving durable resistance in 
recent rice breeding programs. The R-genes resisting to rice blast disease could be identified from 
either cultivars or wild rice relatives because they provided valuable genetic resources. 
 In this study, I explored allelic diversity and evolution of the Pi54 locus that harbors a 
considerably larger DNA sequence than Pi54 gene on the basis of the following elements: a) Pi54, 
conferring broad-spectrum resistance against pathogen, was identified and cloned from the indica 
cv. Tetep. b) The functional Pi54 genotypes are extremely rare in modern japonica. c) Previous 
studies performed allelic diversity and evolution of Pi54 analyses only using cultivated varieties 
originating from India, indicating short DNA sequences of Pi54 locus and narrow categories of 
Oryza species. Here, I performed this research using widely distributed Oryza species, including 
both domesticated cultivars and wild rice species that belong to FF-, BB-, and AA-genome. This 
study elucidated the allelic diversity and evolution of Pi54 locus with reasonable levels of 
confidence, and provided evolutionary insights into the generation of diversity and a potential 
genetic resource for breeding of rice blast resistance in modern japonica cultivars. 
 
RESULTS 
To illuminate these questions, I sequenced the Pi54 locus of O. sativa ssp. japonica cultivar 
Sasanishiki and compared to cultivated rice and wild rice species, including seven AA-, one BB-, 
and one FF-genome species. I found that Pi54 and its homolog #11 are close location in a 25 kbp 
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region in Sasanishiki, but in a 99 kbp region in Nipponbare because an other R-gene cluster is 
inserted between Pi54 and #11. By developing specific PCR primer set according to the two 
divergent genomic structures of Pi54 locus, I identified both of the divergent Pi54 loci are widely 
distributed in modern japonica cultivars. The comparative sequence analysis revealed that AA-
genome species could be classified into either Nipponbare type (O. rufipogon and O. meridionalis) 
or Sasanishiki type (O. nivara, O. glumaepatula, O. barthii, and O. glaberrima). In the BB-genome 
species O. punctata, Pi54 and #11 are located closely and thus was of the Sasanishiki type. In the 
FF-genome species O. brachyantha (the basal lineage of Oryza), Pi54 is absent but #11 and the 
similar R-gene cluster is located on upstream of #11 of the Pi54 locus. The orientation of this R-
gene cluster was reversed in comparison with Nipponbare-type species. In addition, phylogenetic 
analysis of the homologous genes Pi54 and #11 suggested that the ancestral gene #11 was 
duplicated leading to the emergence of Pi54 before the divergence of FF and AA-BB genomes. 
Taken together, I deduced an evolutionary model of the divergent Pi54 loci and assumed the 
survival strategies of Oryza species harboring different Pi54 locus. Importantly, I came up with an 
approach to pyramid functional Pi54 into commercial crops and thus resist to blast disease. 
 
CONCLUSION 
In this study, I found that Pi54, a broad-spectrum R-gene against blast disease, is divergent in rice 
species and cultivars and deduced an evolutionary model of the divergent Pi54 loci. In the 
progenitor O. brachyantha, a tandem duplication of the ancestral #11 gene led to the emergence 
of Pi54. Gene #5 was also duplicated, leading to the emergence of #10, which was then inserted 
in inverted orientation downstream of #9. The genes surrounded by homologous genes #5 and #10 
might have become a mobile unit. In the Nipponbare type, this unit was integrated between Pi54 
and #11 in inverted orientation by “cut-and-paste” and may result in a dysfunctional Pi54. In the 
Sasanishiki type, this unit was “cut-and-lost”, but Pi54 could gain of function. 
To sum up, my studies of Pi54 locus help rapidly and effectively pyramiding of Pi54 from not 
only indica cultivars but also wild rice species. This work expands our understanding of complex 
chromosome recombination, and paves a novel way to understanding genetic evolution. 
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Rice and blast disease 
Oryza, including 27 species, is a genus of plants in the grass family. The 27 Oryza species are 
divided into 11 genome types, 6 of which are diploid (n = 12: AA, BB, CC, EE, FF and GG) and 
5 of which are polyploid (n = 24: BBCC, CCDD, HHJJ, HHKK and KKLL) [1]. The genus Oryza 
is of pivotal importance in worldwide food production and security with two AA-genome species 
having been independently domesticated as rice O. sativa in Asia ~ 10,000 years ago and O. 
glaberrima in Africa ~ 3,000 years ago [2-4]. Especially the species O. sativa, commonly known as 
Asian rice and including two major subspecies japonica and indica, is the staple food for half the 
world. It was first cultivated in the Yangtze Valley of China at around this time, and in the Ganges 
in India beginning ~ 4,000 years ago [5]. Rice provides 21% of global human per capita energy and 
15% of per capital protein [6]. As the global population and rice consuming are increasing by an 
alarming rate, rice breeders urgently need rice varieties with higher yield and greater yield stability 
from suitable land. It is estimated that we will have to produce 40% more rice in 2030 to meet 
increased demand [7]. While diseases are among the most important limiting factors threatening 
the crops productions. Rice blast disease, caused by Magnaporthe oryzae, is the most destructive 
disease concerning the rice crop in the world. Yield loss from blast disease can reach up to 50% 
[8]. 
 
Blast resistance in rice 
Plants have evolved sophisticated defense response to resist pathogens infection. The host plants 
can identify pathogens carrying pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMP). The first layer 
of plant immune system is the PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI) mediated by pattern recognition 
receptors. The effector-triggered immunity (ETI) triggers the second layer of plant response 
defense, which is mediated by plant resistance genes (R-gene) [9]. R-genes are genes in plant 
genomes that convey plant disease resistance against pathogens by producing R proteins [10-12]. 
The R protein interacts directly with an Avirulence (Avr) gene product of a pathogen. R-genes 
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could be classified into five classes based on the protein structures [13, 14]. Most R-genes belong to 
the class that has nucleotide-binding site and leucine-rich repeats (NBS–LRR) domains. The 
mechanism of interaction between host plants with R-genes encoding NBS–LRR protein and Avr 
genes is explained by gene-for-gene resistance theory. LRR domain is believed to be involved in 
physical recognition with the Avr protein, while the NBS domain is regarded as a molecular switch 
in disease signaling, which could trigger defense response [12]. Many R-genes are located in 
clusters harboring multiple other R-genes and abundant on chromosome 11 (Fig. 1) [15-19]. Many 
researches have contributed to a better understanding of these sophisticated defense responses. For 
example, the Ptr, a non NBS–LRR protein, is required for broad-spectrum blast resistance 
mediated by both the NBS–LRR R-genes Pi-ta and Pi-ta2 [20]. 
In recent rice breeding programs, pyramiding of R-genes has been an effective strategy for 
achieving durable resistance in commercial crops [16, 21]. So far, over 100 major blast R-genes 
against M. oryzae have been mapped and their linked markers have been reported, but only 30 of 
them have been cloned and characterized [16, 22-27]. Nearly all of the cloned R-genes encoded NBS–
LRR proteins that may directly or indirectly interact with pathogens to trigger ETI [9] except Pid2, 
which encodes a receptor-like kinase [28]. Phenotypic and genotypic markers could aid 
introgression new R-genes from valuable natural resources into commercial crops. Marker-
assisted selection (MAS) and marker-assisted backcrossing (MAB) are the main methods to 
accelerate rice breeding. For example, some R-genes against rice blast disease such as Pi1, Piz-5, 
Pita, and Pi5, have been introgressed into agronomically superior rice cultivars by MAS approach 
[29-32]. MAB method has been used with the blast resistance genes Piz-5 and Pi54 to develop 
improved restorers, Pusa1602 (with Piz-5) and Pusa1603 (with Pi54) [33]. 
 
Wild relatives of rice provide genetic resources for rice breeding 
Wild relatives could be considered as sources for rice breeding programs and thus make a great 
contribution to rice improvement, because they are distributed into different biogeographic ranges 
(Fig. 2A) and tolerate many biotic stresses [34, 35]. Since genus Oryza contains an untapped reservoir 
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of agriculturally important traits, genome sequencing and the studies of genomic differences and 
similarities of Oryza species play a key role in expanding more distantly related species as genetic 
resources for rice breeding [1, 17]. Until now, many programs such as Oryza Genome Evolution 
Project (OGE) and International Rice Genome Sequencing Project (IRGSP) were launched. Hence, 
a growing number of Oryza genomes are available to researchers in the EnsemblPlants database. 
With the valuable genome resources in hand, the studies of genomic differences and similarities 
of Oryza species become possible. For example, a comparative evolutionary genomics analysis of 
ten Oryza genomes was performed and the phylogenetic relationship of ten Oryza species have 
been reconstructed (Fig. 2B) [1]. The FF-genome wild species O. brachyantha is placed on the 
basal lineage in Oryza and split with AA and BB genome species 15 million years ago (Mya). 
Analysis of the evolutionary history revealed a high level of Oryza genome diversification, such 
as gene movement and erosion of collinearity [36]. Transposable elements (TEs) could contribute 
to Oryza genome and chromosome evolution through chromosome rearrangement or gene 
disruption, etc. [37]. Consequently, these studies based on the genomes of domesticated rice and 
wild rice species could provide genetic resources for rice breeding. 
 
Rice blast disease resistance gene Pi54 
Blast disease resistance gene Pi54, also known as Pi-kh, was initially identified in an Indian rice 
cultivar and cloned from the indica cv. Tetep; it confers broad-spectrum resistance against 
pathogen [38]. The protein encoded by Pi54 gene contains NBS–LRR and Coiled Coil (CC) 
domains and could trigger several downstream defense response related pathways [39]. The 
numbers of coding DNA sequences (CDSs) of the Pi54 alleles varies from 0 to 3, and the predicted 
proteins consist of 73 to 486 amino acid (AA) residues [40]. Intriguingly, the functional Pi54 allelic 
variants have been detected through sequence-based allele mining [41, 42]. As a result, nine novel 
alleles were identified that have single nucleotide polymorphisms and deletions. In addition, it has 
been reported that many japonica and some indica cultivars harbor a 144 bp insertion, which is 
associated with susceptibility to blast disease [43]. The frequency of the functional Pi54 genotype 
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is higher in the indica subspecies (up to 87.9%) than in javanica (8.6%, now known as tropical 
japonica) and japonica (3.5%) [15]. The functional Pi54 genotypes are extremely rare in modern 
japonica. The pathogens that could interact with Pi54 gene distributed in hot dry areas in West 
Asia, Africa, and South America. In the near future, the geographic range of such pathogens will 
be expanded because of global warming [1]. Hence, pyramiding of the functional Pi54 genotypes 
into modern japonica cultivars would be important in the rice breeding programs under global 
warming. 
 Given that, I studied the Pi54 locus of genus Oryza and this thesis was carried out from two 
aspects. On one hand, to better understand the Pi54 genotypes of commercial japonica cultivars 
in Japan, I analyzed the Pi54 locus that harbors a larger DNA sequence than Pi54 gene of modern 
domesticated japonica cultivars Nipponbare, Hitomebore, and Sasanishiki. I performed 
microarray analysis, PCR amplification, and sequenced the Pi54 locus of Sasanishiki. Several 
traits contributed to the materials that were used in this study. Nipponbare genome has been 
generated and analyzed a highly accurate finished sequence by the IRGSP [44]. Nowadays, 
Nipponbare is regarded as a reference for studying the genetics and biology of rice [45]. Hitomebore 
shows high low temperature tolerance in comparison with Sasanishiki [46] and is similar to 
Nipponbare. Sasanishiki is used for making sushi because of its less sticky with a fresh taste [46], 
but the genome sequence still remains unknown. 
 On the other hand, previous studies have explored the allelic diversity and molecular evolution 
pattern of the Pi54 gene only using cultivated varieties originating from India with limitations of 
short DNA sequences of Pi54 locus and narrow categories of Oryza species. These brought up the 
questions about the origin and evolution of the Pi54 locus in genus Oryza remain elusive. To shed 
light on the questions, I compared Pi54 locus of Nipponbare and sequenced Sasanishiki sequences 
with those in six AA-genome species (O. nivara, O. glumaepatula, O. barthii, O. glaberrima, O. 
rufipogon, and O. meridionalis), BB-genome wild species O. punctata, and FF-genome wild 
species O. brachyantha, which have a wide geographic distribution (Fig. 2A). More specifically, 
indica species were grown throughout tropical Aisa, while japonica were extensively cultivated 
and consumed in Korea, Japan, Taiwan, and northern China. O. nivara is a wild progenitor of the 
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cultivated rice O. sativa and distributes in Asia, South Asia, and Southeast Asia. O. glumaepatula 
is a wild rice from South America. O. barthii, also called African wild rice (NCBI:txid65489), 
grows in sub-Saharan Africa. O. glaberrima, distributed in tropical Africa and commonly known 
as African rice, was first domesticated and grown in West Africa [47]. O. rufipogon is wild rice and 
native to East, South and Southeast Asia (Germplasm Resources Information Network, GRIN; 
Agricultural Research Service, ARS). It shows closely related to O. sativa. O. meridionalis is a 
wild rice found in Australia. O. punctata is native to tropical Africa, southern Africa, and 
Madagascar (GRIN, ARS). O. brachyantha comes from tropical Africa (GRIN, ARS). 
Taken together, this study could deepen our understanding of the origin of the Pi54 gene and 
provide evolutionary insights into the generation of diversity and a potential genetic resource for 
breeding of rice blast resistance in modern japonica cultivars. 
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Plant materials, growth conditions, DNA purification, and genomic information 
Oryza sativa ssp. japonica cultivars (Table 1), including Hitomebore, Nipponbare, and Sasanishiki, 
were grown in pots and kept in a growth chamber at 30°C during the day and 22°C at night with a 
12-h photoperiod. DNA was extracted from fresh leaves using a modified cetyl 
trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) protocol [48]. The genomic information of eight AA-genome 
species Nipponbare, O. glumaepatula (GEN1233_2), O. nivara (IRGC100897), O. barthii 
(IRGC105608), O. glaberrima (IRGC:96717), O. rufipogon (W1943), O. meridionalis (W2112), 
O. sativa ssp. indica (9311), one BB-genome species O. punctata (IRGC105690), and one FF-
genome species O. brachyantha (IRGC101232), was downloaded from EnsemblPlants 
(http://plants.ensembl.org/index.html). The genomic information of Pi54 reference allele of Tetep 
is available from GenBank with accession number CCD33085. 
 
Microarray analysis 
Total RNA was isolated from the anthers and seedlings of Sasanishiki and Hitomebore by using 
an RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). Each of the Cy3- and Cy5-labeled samples was 
mixed and hybridized to the rice 4 × 44K microarray slide format (Agilent Technologies) following 
the manufacturer’s instructions. The signal intensity of each spot was normalized by the lowess 
method [49], and aberrant spots that were flagged as having saturated, low, or non-uniform signals 
were filtered out. The gene expression profile database of Nipponbare was obtained from the Rice 
Expression Profile Database (RiceXPro) (http://ricexpro.dna.affrc.go.jp/). 
 
Sequence analysis of the Pi54 locus of Sasanishiki using a BAC clone library 
A high-density Sasanishiki bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) library in the plndigoBAC-5 [50] 
was used. A BAC clone harboring gene loci from Os11g0638700 to Os11g0641300 was obtained 
and filtered using the primer sets Os11g0639000 and Os11g0640800 (Table 2). Primers were 
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designed in Primer3Plus software (http://www.bioinformatics.nl/cgi-
bin/primer3plus/primer3plus.cgi) from the Os-Nipponbare-Reference-IRGSP-1.0 reference 
genome. The sequencing primers for confirming exact location of the inserted fragment in BAC 
clone were pIB FP (forward, 5’-GGATGTGCTGCAAGGCGATTAAGTTGG-3’) and pIB RP 
(reverse, 5’-CTCGTATGTTGTGTGGAATTGTGAGC-3’). The selected BAC clone was used to 
extract the plasmid in a large-construct DNA purification kit (NucleoBond Xtra BAC). The 
position of the inserted Sasanishiki fragment is 25,220,854 to 25,448,655 bp on chromosome 11 
according to the reference genome; it harbors the genes from Os11g0638700 (25,237,345 to 
25,239,585) to Os11g0641300 (25,399,957 to 25,400,721). The region containing Os11g0639100–
Os11g0640800 was amplified from this clone by long-range PCR. The obtained PCR product was 
subcloned and sequenced by ABI3130 Genetic Analyzer with a BigDye Terminator Sequence 
Ready kit (Applied Biosystems, http://www.appliedbiosystems.com). Sequencing primers are 
listed in Tables 3 and 4. 
Multiple sequence alignments were generated in GenomeMatcher [51], CLUSTALX2 [52], and 
BioEdit[53] software. Gene loci of the sequenced fragment was predicted by Augustus software 
(http://bioinf.uni-greifswald.de/augustus/submission.php). Homolog of predicted genes were 
analyzed by DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ, http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/) with BLUSTN tools. 
Sequence similarity analysis of all Oryza genomes was performed with the ncbi-blast-2.6.0 tool 
(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/blast+/LATEST). The threshold expectation value 
was set to 10–4, which was determined empirically to filter out most of the spurious hits. The 
translated AA sequence of each of the predicted genes of Sasanishiki and of each of genes in 
Nipponbare (Os11g0638700 to Os11g0641300) was used as a query against the genome of the 
other accessions that was downloaded from EnsemblPlants. 
 
Structural and phylogenetic analyses of the homologous genes Pi54 and #11 
The protein sequences encoded by two predicted Sasanishiki genes were acquired in Augustus. 
The NBS and LRR domains were searched using the Conserved Domain Architecture Retrieval 
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Tool (CDART) (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/lexington/lexington.cgi?cmd=rps) and 
Pfam (http://pfam.xfam.org/) tools. The coiled-coil (CC) domain was predicted using the COILS 
server (http://embnet.vital-it.ch/software/COILS_form.html). Repetitive elements were analyzed 
using the RepeatMasker Web Server (http://www.repeatmasker.org/cgi-bin/WEBRepeatMasker). 
Information on transposable elements was downloaded from the Repbase database 
(http://www.girinst.org/repbase/). 
To assess the evolutionary relationship of the conserved DNA sequences of alleles Pi54 and 
#11, molecular phylogenetic analysis was performed by the Maximum Likelihood method (ML) 
based on the JTT matrix-based model [54] in MEGA7 software [55]. DNA sequences (21 in total) 
from Nipponbare, Sasanishiki, O. glumaepatula, O. nivara, O. barthii, O. glaberrima, 
O .meridionalis, O. rufipogon, O. punctata, O. brachyantha, O. sativa ssp. indica 9311, and Tetep 
were used. 
 
Detection of Nipponbare- and Sasanishiki-type modern rice cultivars 
Primer sets were designed from the Nipponbare and Sasanishiki DNA sequences. On the left side, 
the forward primer was universal for Nipponbare and Sasanishiki, while the reverse primer was 
specific. On the right side, the reverse primer was universal, while the forward primer was specific. 
To check the presence of Sasanishiki-type genes in other rice accessions, two primer sets were 
prepared based on the Sasanishiki genes Pi54 and #11 (Table 5). The breeding history of japonica 
Nipponbare, Hitomebore, and Sasanishiki was obtained from Agriknowledge database 
(https://agriknowledge.affrc.go.jp/). 
 
Accession codes 
Sequence data of Sasanishiki Pi54 locus have been deposited at DDBJ with the following 
accession number: the region from Pi54 to #12, LC385788; #1 gene, LC385789; #2 gene, 
LC385790; #3 gene, LC385791; #13 gene, LC385792; #14 gene, LC385793. 
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Two divergent structures of the Pi54 locus in japonica cultivars 
The protein size encoded by a functional Pi54 gene of indica cv. Tetep is 330 AA, while the size 
of Nipponbare Pi54 gene is small, which encodes a 112 AA protein and becomes into a pseudogene. 
Nipponbare genome (Os-Nipponbare-Reference-IRGSP-1.0) is regarded as a reference for 
studying the genetics and biology of rice. I performed microarray analysis of Nipponbare, 
Hitomebore, and Sasanishiki firstly and analyzed the expression level of Pi54 locus, which 
includes 14 genes from gene Os11g0638700 to Os11g0641300 based on the reference Nipponbare 
genome. I ranked these 14 genes from #1 to #14 (Table 2). According to the gene expression profile 
database of Nipponbare (RiceXPro database), Pi54 (Os11g0639100, #4) shows little expression in 
any tissue. The upstream R-gene cluster (proteins encoded by these genes contain NBS–LRR 
domains), Os11g0639600 (#7), Os11g0640000 (#8), and Os11g0640300 (#9) are expressed at 
considerable levels in Nipponbare tissues (RiceXPro database). I conducted global gene 
expression analyses in seedlings and panicles by using Hitomebare and Sasanishiki, and I found 
that these 14 genes expression pattern of Hitomebore is the same as Nipponbare (Table 6). The 
Pi54 gene and genes #7 to #9 are not expressed in Sasanishiki, although they are expressed in 
Hitomebore with a similar profile to that in Nipponbare. 
To detect the presence or absence of DNA fragments of 14 genes in Pi54 locus, I prepared 
primer sets and amplified genomic DNA of Nipponbare, Hitomebore, and Sasanishiki by PCR 
(Fig. 3, Table 2). Pi54 and Os11g0640600 (#11) are homologous (EnsemblPlants database). 
Os11g0639300 (#5) and Os11g0640500 (#10) are homologous to each other; they encode 
unknown proteins with the DUF594 domain (EnsemblPlants database) and are in opposite 
orientation toward each other, with four genes (Os11g0639400 (#6), #7, #8 and #9) between them. 
All expected fragments were amplified successfully from the Nipponbare and Hitomebore 
genomes, but specific amplifications of genes from #5 to #11 failed or the fragment size differed 
in Sasanishiki. To confirm the PCR results of Sasanishiki, I amplified these 14 genes by using 
Sasanishiki BAC clone because the DNA structure is low complexity compared to genomic DNA 
and thus is easy to perform PCR amplification. To obtain a DNA clone covering the Sasanishiki 
Pi54 locus, I screened a 23 K BAC clone library of the Sasanishiki genome [50]. I isolated a positive 
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clone (plate No. 48, P12) by using primer sets #3 and #12 in Table 2. The size of inserted fragment 
of Sasanishiki is approximate 228 kbp through sequencing its two terminals by sequencing primers 
pIB FP and pIB RP that matched to the sequences of plasmid and were closed located on both side 
of inserted fragment (Fig. 4). The result of PCR amplification with isolated BAC clone as template 
revealed that the amplification of 13 genes is similar to the amplifications using genomic DNA 
except that amplification of gene #11 succeed by using isolated BAC clone. These results 
suggested that the region from #5 to #10 may lost in Sasanishiki genome in comparison with 
Nipponbare genome. To measure the size of missing region in Sasanishiki, the forward primer of 
#3 or Pi54 and the reverse primer of Os11g0640800 (#12) (Table 2) were used to conduct long-
range PCR using isolated BAC clone and I found that the region from Pi54 to #12 is larger than 
20 kbp. Subsequently, these large products were digested by four restriction enzymes, BamHI, 
EcoRI, Hind III and Kpn I, to estimate the size (Fig. 5). I measured length of each restriction 
fragment, and consequently the region from Pi54 to #12 is approximate 25 kbp. In comparison 
with that of Sasanishiki, the region from Pi54 to #12 of Nipponbare is approximate 99 kbp. 
Suggested that the Pi54 locus is considerably different between Nipponbare and Sasanishiki. 
Hence, I analyzed the structure of divergent region from Pi54 to #12 in Sasanishiki through 
sequencing purified long-range PCR amplicon and plasmid with inserted fragment (isolated BAC 
clone) using sequencing primers in Table 3. As a result, I found that the length of the divergent 
region is 25,061 bp. Subsequently, four gene loci were predicted by Augustus (Fig. 6A). To 
characterize these four predicted genes, I performed sequence alignment analysis by DDBJ with 
BLUSTN tools and found that three of predicted genes were homolog of genes Pi54, #11, and #12, 
but an unknown gene found between Pi54 and #11 in Sasanishiki was absent in Nipponbare 
genome (Fig. 6A). In addition, I searched CC, NBS, and LRR domains of predicted AA sequences 
of Sasanishiki using CDART and Pfam tools and found that three of them, genes Pi54, #11, and 
#12, contain NBS–LRR domain (Fig. 7). To compare the divergent region to that of Nipponbare, 
which contains 9 genes (Pi54 (#4) to #12) in 98,798 bp, I found that DNA sequences of Pi54, #11 
and #12 showed a high level of similarity between Nipponbare and Sasanishiki, while the region 
from #5 to #10 was lost in Sasanishiki (Fig. 6B). Furthermore, I also sequenced the flanking genes 
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(left: #1, #2, and #3; right: #13 and #14) of divergent region using sequencing primers in Table 4. 
The comparative analysis revealed that the genes #1, #2, #3, #13, and #14 of Sasanishiki were 
more than 98% identical to those of Nipponbare based on DNA sequences, while Pi54, #11, and 
#12 were less than 93% identical (Table 7). In particular, the length of Pi54 is considerable 
different between Nipponbare and Sasanishi, which is 3,735 bp in comparison with that of 941 bp 
in Nipponbare. 
In conclusion, two divergent structures of Pi54 locus were found in this study. Sasanishiki 
type showed a large Pi54 gene that was closely related to gene #11. In contrast, Nipponbare type 
contained a small Pi54 gene and several other genes were inserted between Pi54 and #11. The 
flanking genes of the divergent region from Pi54 to #12 were conserved between Nipponbare and 
Sasanishiki. 
Then, I analyzed the two divergent structures of Pi54 locus in modern japonica cultivars and 
its breeding history. I designed specific PCR primer sets to detect the two divergent structures of 
Pi54 locus in 79 modern japonica cultivars (the name list, including Nipponbare, Hitomebore, and 
Sasanishiki, is in Table 1) in two ways. One is to amplify the upstream and downstream border 
sites of the divergent region and I found that 33 of 79 cultivars are Nipponbare type (Fig. 8). 
Another is to amplify the specific fragment of Pi54 and #11 genes of Sasanishiki type (Fig. 9). The 
classification of Nipponbare or Sasanishiki type of 79 cultivars is consistent based on these two 
methods. Suggested that both two types are distributed in modern japonica cultivars without bias 
with a high level of reliability. On the other hand, I constructed the breeding history tree of 
Nipponbare, Sasanishiki, and Hitomebore according the Agriknowledge database and found that 
the divergent structures of the Pi54 locus are randomly distributed in the parental lines (Fig. 10). 
The modern rice breeding in Japan was from Norin cultivars. Intriguingly, both types were found 
in early lines (Asahi 1 and Asahi 2, and Kamenoo, and Kamenoo 4) established before modern 
breeding more than 100 years ago (Fig. 10). These two types were also found in japonica rice that 
were cultivated in China with Hokushitami and Zaijian being the Sasanishiki type and Hexi 23 the 
Nipponbare type. These results suggested that each type of the Pi54 locus was stably and widely 
spread among japonica cultivars before modern artificial breeding history. 
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The two divergent structures of the Pi54 locus in genus Oryza 
Next, I investigated whether the two divergent structures of the Pi54 locus are conserved in Oryza 
species, including wild species rather than cultivars. I compared the Pi54 locus carrying 14 genes 
in Nipponbare genome with those in six AA-genome species (O. nivara, O. glumaepatula, O. 
barthii, O. glaberrima, O. rufipogon, and O. meridionalis), a BB-genome wild species O. punctata, 
and a FF-genome wild species O. brachyantha via genome-wide blast analysis (Table 8, Fig. 11). 
It revealed that the six AA-genome species belong to Nipponbare type in O. rufipogon and O. 
meridionalis and Sasanishiki type in O. nivara, O. glumaepatula, O. barthi, and O. glaberrima. 
The synteny from Pi54 to #12 was conserved within the types and the synteny of both flanking 
regions (#1 to Pi54 on the left side and #12 to #14 on the right side) was highly conserved in all 
AA-genome species. The Nipponbare type had a long insertion containing several genes between 
Pi54 and #11 in comparison with the Sasanishiki type. The structure of the Pi54 locus in O. 
punctata (BB-genome) lacked the region from genes #5 to #10 and thus was of the Sasanishiki 
type, whereas that in O. brachyantha (FF-genome) consisted of genes #1, #2, #3, #11, #12, #9, #8, 
#7, #5, and #13, but Pi54 and #10 were absent. In comparison with other Nipponbare-type species, 
the orientation of #9, #8, #7, and #5 in O. brachyantha was reversed. Thus, in FF-genome species, 
the Pi54 locus had characters of both the Sasanishiki type (close location of #3 and #11) and 
Nipponbare type (presence of #5, #7, #8 and #9). To sum up, except basal lineage O. brachyantha 
of Oryza, all the Oryza species belong to either Nipponbare or Sasanishiki type. Besides, the region 
from Pi54 to #12 was diversity between each type, but the flanking sequences were conserved in 
all Oryza species. Taken together, these results indicate that the two divergent structures of Pi54 
locus developed before the establishment of AA genome species. 
 To better understand nucleotide sequence similarities and differences of the divergent region 
from Pi54 to #12 (exception: the region from #11 to #5 in O. brachyantha) in genus Oryza, I 
performed multiple DNA sequences alignment analysis in GenomeMatcher software (Fig. 12). 
The comparative analysis indicated that the DNA sequences from Pi54 to #12 showed more than 
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90% identity within each type but little identity between the Nipponbare and Sasanishiki types. In 
comparison with Nipponbare-type species, in the FF-genome species the orientation of genes #9, 
#8, #7 and #5 was reversed. Importantly, since Pi54 and #11 are homologs in Nipponbare-type 
species and #5 and #10 are homolog to each other, #11 allele of the O. brachyantha showed 
similarity to both Pi54 and #11 genes of Nipponbare-type species and #5 allele of the O. 
brachyantha showed highly similarity to #5 and #10 genes of Nipponbare-type species either. In 
addition, each species harbored unique traits, such as in the African wild rice O. barthii and O. 
glaberrima, as well as in Nipponbare-type species O. rufipogon (Asian) and O. meridionalis 
(Australian), amounts of different insertions and deletions were found (Fig. 12). These differences 
may imply instability of the Pi54 locus in genus Oryza. 
 Intriguingly, the homolog of #6, a hypothetical conserved gene in the Pi54 locus of 
Nipponbare, was undetectable in other eight Oryza genomes (O. rufipogon, O. meridionalis, O. 
nivara, O. glumaepatula, O. barthii, O. glaberrima, O. punctata, and O. brachyantha). The 
comparative analysis indicated that the best-hit gene that Nipponbare genome does not carry its 
orthologue (EnsemblPlants) was located on chromosome 5 of all other Oryza genomes, which 26 
AA of the best-hit gene were matched with #6 of Nipponbare (Table 8). To confirm whether this 
best-hit gene sequences is conserved, a multiple alignment analysis of DNA sequences including 
10 kbp from each upstream and downstream of the best-hit gene of each Oryza genome were 
generated in GenomeMatcher software (Fig. 13). The ancient species O. brachyantha (FF-genome) 
and O. punctata (BB-genome) showed a high level of difference in both upstream and downstream, 
while AA-genome species, including both Nipponbare and Sasanishiki type, were conserved (Fig. 
13B). Suggested that the Pi54 locus of Nipponbare was diversity compared to other Nipponbare-
type species (O. rufipogon and O. meridionalis) because #6 was developed only in Nipponbare 
genome. 
 
Allelic diversity and evolution of Pi54 gene 
Previous studies have explored the allelic diversity and molecular evolution pattern of the Pi54 
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gene only using cultivated varieties originating from India [40]. However, the allelic diversity and 
evolution of Pi54 in genus Oryza, having a wide geographic distribution and including not only 
domesticated cultivars but also wild species, still remain elusive. These studies are essential for 
extending genetic resources from cultivars and wild rice relatives and aiding to rice breeding 
programs. 
Therefore, on one hand, to understand allelic diversity of Pi54, a multiple DNA sequence 
analysis of Pi54 alleles was generated in BioEdit software (Fig. 14). 12 genomic DNA sequences 
both coding and non-coding were used in this study, which are of japonica cultivars Nipponbare 
and Sasanishiki, indica cultivars Tetep (considered as a reference) and 9311, O. rufipogon, O. 
meridionalis, O. nivara, O. glumaepatula, O. barthii, O. glaberrima, O. punctata, and O. 
brachyantha (homolog of Pi54, #11 gene, was used because of the absence of Pi54). As a result, 
insertions 143 bp and 37 or 44 bp were found to be conserved in the Pi54 alleles of 9311 and 
Nipponbare-type species (O. rufipogon and O. meridionalis), but not in Tetep and Sasanishiki-type 
species (O. nivara, O. glumaepatula, O. barthii, and O. glaberrima) (Figs. 14, 15). Additionally, 
the CDSs size of Pi54 alleles of Nipponbare type was significantly larger than Tetep and 
Sasanishiki-type species. Previous study has reported that a 144 bp insertion, which is exactly the 
same as the 143 bp insertion in this study, is associated with susceptibility to blast disease (e.g., 
Nipponbare and Swarna), and resistant genotypes have no such insertion (e.g., Tetep and Suraksha) 
[43]. Besides, I also performed multiple sequence analysis of Pi54 alleles based on protein 
sequences (Fig. 16). The CC, NBS, and LRR domains of cv. Tetep that interact with Avr proteins 
produced by pathogens were marked by colorful rectangle. Concerning cv. Tetep, the CC and NBS 
domains were not conserved in Nipponbare-type species, while all the three domains were similar 
to Sasanishiki-type species. The functional Pi54 genotype of Tetep shows a high level of similarity 
with Sasanishiki-type species in both DNA and protein sequences. Consequently, I assumed that 
the two insertions (143 bp and 37 or 44 bp) that conserved in Nipponbare type may lead to a short 
CDSs of Pi54 alleles and the absence of CC, NBS, or LRR domains of Tetep type, thus the Pi54 
alleles lost its function. In particular, Sasanishiki lacks these insertions but has other mutations in 
the NBS and LRR domains, which may result in loss of function (Fig. 14). To illuminate the 
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underlying mechanisms of the insertions in Nipponbare-type species, I analyzed transposons 
around this region and found that the sequence of 143 bp insertion has high similarity to the non-
autonomous DNA transposon Helitron-N91 (Fig. 17), potentially causing the 143 bp insertion in 
Nipponbare-type species. 
On the other hand, to understand the evolution of Pi54 in genus Oryza, a molecular 
phylogenetic analysis was performed by the Maximum Likelihood method (ML) based on the JTT 
matrix-based model in MEGA7 software (Fig. 18). Sequences of Pi54 and #11 alleles were used 
because they are homologous genes (EnsemblPlants database) in the Pi54 locus. In Nipponbare, 
in comparison with a 112 AA protein of gene Pi54, its homolog #11 is a 1101 AA protein. Genome-
wide blast analysis showed that almost all studied Oryza species carry orthologues of both Pi54 
and #11 except O. glaberrima (but the CDS in O. barthii is similar to the upstream sequence of 
Pi54 in O. glaberrima (Fig. 12)) and progenitor O. brachyantha (Pi54 was absent) (Table 8). 18 
genomic DNA sequences were used in phylogenetic analysis. In terms of AA-genome species, 
phylogenetic analysis showed that Pi54 and #11 of Nipponbare were most closely related to those 
of Nipponbare-type species O. rufipogon (Asian) and O. meridionalis (Australian) (Fig. 18). In 
contrast, Pi54 and #11 of Sasanishiki were very similar to those of Sasanishiki-type species O. 
nivara (Asian) and O. glumaepatula (South American). The Pi54 alleles of African O. barthii and 
O. glaberrima (Sasanishiki-type species) was the sister group only of Nipponbare-type species, 
and the lowest common ancestor of them was close to other Sasanishiki-type species (such as O. 
nivara and O. glumaepatula). The indica cultivar Tetep was in the Sasanishiki-type clade. In 
comparison with AA-genome species, #11 of O. brachyantha (FF-genome) was on the root of both 
Pi54 alleles and #11 alleles, while #11 of O. punctata (BB-genome) was relatively close to 
Sasanishiki-type species (Fig. 18). Pi54 of O. brachyantha was not detected in the expected region, 
while Pi54 of O. punctata was close to the root of all Pi54 alleles and an additional gene between 
#11 and #12 were found (Fig. 12). It has been reported that the divergence time between AA- and 
BB-genome species is estimated as more than 6 million years (Myr) and that between FF- and AA-
BB genome species as 15 Myr [1]. Thus, together with this study and the findings in this thesis, I 
deduced the origin and evolution of Pi54 and #11 alleles that #11 of the FF-genome species was 
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duplicated and Pi54 originated from the duplicated gene before the divergence of FF- and AA-BB- 
genome species, and that this duplication was caused by natural selection rather than artificial 
selection. 
 
Interspersed repeats of the divergent region of the Pi54 locus 
To better understand the divergent Pi54 loci, I analyzed interspersed repeat sequences of the 
divergent region from Pi54 to #12 (exception: from #11 to #5 of in progenitor O. brachyantha) 
(Table 9). All the AA-genome species harbored a high level of interspersed repeats. For example, 
interspersed repeats occupied 55.64% of 98,798 bp in Nipponbare and 33.43% of 25,061 bp in 
Sasanishiki. Subsequently, I further analyzed the transposons in the divergent region of 
Nipponbare and Sasanishiki, which 16 retrotransposons and 95 DNA transposons were detected 
in Nipponbare (Table 10) and 5 retrotransposons and 5 DNA transposons were found in Sasanishiki 
(Table 11). In comparison with AA-genome species, the percentages of repetitive sequence of the 
ancestral species O. brachyantha (FF-genome; #11 to #5; 32 kbp) and O. punctata (BB-genome; 
Pi54 to #12; 22 kbp) were significantly low, which occupied 10.90% and 3.17%, respectively. This 
high level of repetitive sequence in the Pi54 locus of AA-genome species may potentially result 
in considerable diversity between Nipponbare- and Sasanishiki-type species. 
In addition, two pairs duplicated genes (Pi54 (#4) and #11; #5 and #10) were located on the 
Pi54 locus. Gene duplication is believed to be a major force in evolution [56]. Thus, to illuminate 
mechanism of gene duplication, I analyzed transposons in the flanking regions of these duplicated 
genes in O. brachyantha, Nipponbare-type species Nipponbare, O. rufipogon, and O. meridionalis, 
and Sasanishiki-type species O. nivara. As a result, 26 non-autonomous transposons of both 
retroelements and DNA transposons were identified in total (Table 12), which the complete 
sequence of each identified transposon could almost be matched. The total number of transposons 
is 10, 12, 11, 12, and 5 in species O. brachyantha, Nipponbare, O. rufipogon, O. meridionalis, and 
O. nivara, respectively. In particular, the number of transposons that located on upstream of #5 is 
significantly higher than the other flanking regions of duplicated genes. These results suggested 
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that the transposons could potentially give raise to the duplication of genes Pi54, #11, #5, and #10. 
Taken together, the high level of interspersed repeats and a great number of transposons in the 
Pi54 locus of AA-genome species may reflect underlying mechanisms of establishment of the 
divergent region and also increase genome instability. 
 
Boundary locations between divergent and conserved region of the Pi54 locus 
The two divergent structures of Pi54 locus were found in this study, which the region from Pi54 
to #12 shows considerably different and its flanking genes were highly conserved. The comparing 
analysis revealed that Pi54 and #12 were partially conserved between Nipponbare and Sasanishiki, 
while the sequence between them was divergent (Fig. 6B). The boundary locations might be in 
Pi54 and #12 gene loci. However, the precise boundary locations of the divergent region on both 
sides remain unclear.  
To investigate the accurate boundary locations, I performed multiple DNA sequence analysis 
of both sides of the divergent region separately. On the left boundary position, genomic DNA 
sequences both coding and non-coding of Pi54 were used (Fig. 14). Since the transcript sequences 
of Pi54 alleles of Nipponbare type, O. glaberrima and Tetep are smaller than most Sasanishiki 
type, 800 bp upstream sequences were included. According to comparing analysis, start codons of 
Nipponbare and Sasanishiki start from site 2,724 and 1, respectively (Fig. 14). The Pi54 alleles of 
Nipponbare type could match with the C-terminal of Sasanishiki type, while the region from site 
2,269 (approximately 500 bp upstream of ATG of Nipponbare) to N-terminal of Sasanishiki type 
was divergent (Fig. 19), suggesting the boundary location of left side could be around site 2,269. 
The rearrangement around the Pi54 alleles may lead to a shorten CDS of Nipponbre type and thus 
lost its function. On the right boundary position, the comparing analysis of #12 alleles revealed 
that the initial regions (length: approximately 400 bp) are divergent between Nipponbare and 
Sasanishiki type, but the following sequences are highly conserved (Fig. 20), suggesting the 
boundary location of right side could be around the N-terminal of #12. 
I further performed phylogenetic relationship analyses of genes #1, #2, #3, #12, #13, and #14 
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separately to confirm the origin of each gene of the Pi54 locus (Fig. 21). The phylogenetic analyses 
of genes, #1 and #2 on the left, #13 and #14 on the right, indicated that Nipponbare and Sasanishiki 
were classified into the same clade in comparison with gene #3 and #12. Together with the 
evolutionary analysis of Pi54 and #11 alleles which Nipponbare and Sasanishiki were divided into 
different clades (Fig. 18), these results suggested that the rearrangement might occur leading to 
different origin of genes in the Pi54 locus and the boundary locations of divergent and conserved 
region of the Pi54 locus would be surrounding genes #3 and #12. 
To sum up, the right boundary location based on phylogeny is consistent with comparative 
analysis, but the left boundary location is slightly different, which is around Pi54 gene locus 
compared to of #3 gene locus by evolutionary analysis. Thus, more sequencing and analysis of left 
boundary location would be needed in the future. 
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Evolutionary mechanisms of R-genes 
The mechanism of interaction between host plants with R-genes encoding NBS–LRR protein and 
pathogen is explained by gene-for-gene resistance theory [12, 57]. Nevertheless, over the course of 
evolution, R and Avr genes have co-evolved with natural selection in host–pathogen interactions 
[26]. Rapid evolution of the fungi M. oryzae occurred through increasing sequence diversity, which 
frequently result in gain or loss of function of the Avr genes [42, 58, 59]. For example, the AvrPib gene 
in fungi, which could confer avirulence to host plants carrying R-genes Pib, was identified that the 
sequence diversity along with the frequency of virulent pathogens increased from the northeastern 
to southern region of China through transposable elements (TEs) insertion, segmental deletion, 
complete absence and point mutation [59]. In comparison with pathogen genome, on one hand, 
genomes of resistant plants have co-evolved with high levels of allelic diversity, new R-genes or 
copy number variations (CNVs) thereby increasing the durability of resistance [60-62]. It has been 
reported that allelic diversity and CNVs are frequently used to study the conservation or rapidly 
evolving of R-genes in host plants [18, 63-66]. In Oryza, the number of R-genes is markedly higher 
in both the domesticated indica and japonica cultivars than in wild rice, probably because of 
artificial selection for increased R-gene diversity and CNVs [1, 17]. For example, 631 R-genes are 
predicted in the Nipponbare genome but only 307 in the genome of wild rice O. brachyantha [17, 
67]. On the other hand, the abundant R-genes encoding NBS–LRR protein show extremely 
redundancy when interact with certain pathogens of rice blast and thus provide broad‐spectrum 
resistance to host plant. For example, 15% of the 98 cloned NBS–LRR genes that are functional 
rice blast R-genes from five resistant indica cultivars (Tetep, Gumei2, Minghui63, Tadukan, and 
Q2436) could recognize five or more pathogens that could cause rice blast disease [68]. Overall, 
host plants and pathogens co-evolutions have been studied for more than sixty years [26]. It is 
hypothesized that NBS-LRR-genes co-evolve with pathogen genes under ‘arms race’ (developed 
adaption and counter-adaption in both host plants and pahtogens) or ‘red queen’ (evolve 
continually to stay in the same place with other evolving species in their environment) evolutionary 
dynamics [69, 70]. 
 In this study, I found that an R-gene cluster located on the Pi54 locus. In terms of Pi54 
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gene of this locus, the family size is 2.8 ± 1.1 genes per species in 13 Oryza species, considerably 
smaller than the size of the RGA4 (9.8 ± 3.1), RGA5 (22.5 ± 5.2), Pik1 (5.6 ± 1.6), and Pik2 (18.7 
± 3.5) gene families [1]. Suggested that Pi54 family was apt to conserve between modern and 
ancestral Oryza species with a small and stable gene family size. Therefore, to increase the 
durability of resistance against pathogens that could be recognized by Pi54, host plants may evolve 
through nucleotide polymorphisms rather than CNVs. Extensive variability of Pi54 alleles and 
amount of functional Pi54 genotypes in different domesticated varieties landraces have been 
reported [15, 40]. In terms of R-genes #7 to #9 that encode NBS–LRR proteins, the copy number of 
these three genes in Nipponbare is 36, 8, and 3, respectively, in contrast to 26, 5, and 4 in the 
progenitor O. brachyantha (EnsemblPlants database). Suggested that R-genes #7 to #9 might 
evolve with either high levels of allelic diversity or CNVs. To sum up, many R-genes could evolve 
with high levels of allelic diversity as Pi54. Thus, for Pi54-like R-genes, the study of exploring 
allelic diversity would be essential. 
Additionally, as previously reported, most R-genes are positionally clustered [17-19] and 
sometimes requires the joint action of two side-by-side R-genes [29, 71-73]. Recent study has shown 
that the evolution of clustered R-genes could be driven by coupled R-gene pairs of the 
heterogeneous or homogeneous (whether coupled R-genes belong to the same gene family) [1]. 
Heterogeneous pairs showed significant bias for head-to-head configuration. For example, 
heterogeneous R-genes pairs RGA4–RGA5 [72] and Pik1–Pik2 [73] are required for pathogen 
recognition and arranged in head-to-head formation. In contrast, the head-to-tail configuration 
tends to prevail in the homogeneous type, which may explain the mechanism of tandem 
duplication [1]. In this study, I found that genes Pi54 and #11 are duplicated with the head-to-tail 
configuration. This may be driven by coupled R-gene pairs of homogeneous type and thus might 
reveal the mechanism of duplication occurred in Pi54 and #11. 
 
An evolutionary model of the two divergent structures of the Pi54 locus 
To gain insights into evolution of the two divergent structures of the Pi54 locus, I conducted 
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genome-wide blast analysis (Table 8) and a phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 18, 21) and deduced 
evolutionary history consequently (Fig. 22). In the progenitor FF-genome species O. brachyantha, 
a tandem duplication of the ancestral #11 gene led to the emergence of Pi54. Gene #5 was also 
duplicated, leading to the emergence of #10, which was then inserted in inverted orientation 
downstream of #9. The genes surrounded by homologous genes #5 and #10 might have become a 
mobile unit. In the Nipponbare type, this unit was integrated between Pi54 and #11 in inverted 
orientation by “cut-and-paste” and might result in a shortening of the N-terminal portion of Pi54 
alleles. In the Sasanishiki type, this unit was “cut-and-lost” (Fig. 22). Besides, the Pi54 locus of 
Nipponbare and Sasanishiki type were firstly observed in wild species O. meridionalis (AA-
genome) and O. punctata (BB-genome), respectively. The mean AA-BB divergence time was 6.76 
Mya, while the split time between O. meridionalis and other AA-genome species was 2.41 Mya 
[1]. Along with domestication of O. sativa and O. glaberrima starting from ~ 10,000 and ~ 3,000 
years ago separately, these findings revealed that these two divergent Pi54 loci had been developed 
before domestication and thus were caused by natural selection rather than artificial selection. 
Taken together, in the evolutionary model, the duplication events are important factors in the 
generation of gain‐of‐function genes, including R genes [74-76]. The evolution of the two divergent 
structures of the Pi54 locus revealed an ongoing birth and death process in R-genes.  
To support the unit surrounded by homologous genes of #5 could be considered as a mobile 
unit, I further studied the similar unit in Oryza genomes. First of all, I studied the homologs of 
gene #5 (#5 gene family) within Oryza genome and found that the homologs of #5 were abundant 
in Oryza genomes. Specifically, 35, 38, 28, 34, 28, 34, 23, 32, and 37 genes were found in the #5 
gene family of Oryza genomes Nipponbare, O. rufipogon, O. meridionalis, O. nivara, O. 
glumaepatula, O. barthii, O. glaberrima, O. punctata, and O. brachyantha, respectively 
(EnsemblPlants). Next, I analyzed patterns of genes combination of the #5 gene family. 
Intriguingly, a similar unit (the same pattern as #5 and #10 with the orientation of genes toward 
each other and several genes between them) surrounded by OPUNC01G04010 and 
OPUNC01G04050 of the #5 gene family exists on chromosome 1 in the BB-genome species O. 
punctata (Table 13). This unit is absent in several AA-genome species (O. sativa cv. Nipponbare, 
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O. rufipogon, O. meridionalis, O. nivara, and O. glumaepatula), while the flanking genes of this 
unit are well conserved. In particular, the orthologue on the right side of this unit was undetectable, 
but the DNA sequence in corresponding region of Nipponbare was conserved with O. punctata. 
This finding demonstrated that region surrounded by the #5 gene family tended to be lost in some 
Oryza genomes, which supported evolutionary mechanism of Sasanishiki type. Besides, in the FF-
genome species O. brachyantha, linkage of a single gene of the #5 gene family (OB01G13970) to 
the flanking sequences strongly supports our evolutionary model of the two divergent structures 
of the Pi54 locus, which single gene #5 linked #7 and #13 together. Overall, unit that has the same 
combination pattern may lead to rearrangement via either cut from one region and subsequently 
inserted back into the genome in another position or lost in the genome. As a result, instability of 
genome would be increased. This large gene family of #5 in Oryza species could potentially 
contribute to raising genome instability. 
Additionally, considering about the genome stability, the domain of unknown function 594 
(DUF594) sequences could also influence on the stability in a high level of possibility because 
both #5 and #10 harbored the DUF594 sequences. Thus, a diverse hypothesis would be came up 
with that a region surrounded by the DUF594 sequences might become a mobile unit. Interestingly, 
I found that the DUF594 family showed expansion in O. sativa (Fig. 23; Pfam database). The total 
number of sequences harboring DUF594 in 50 eukaryota species are 1801, while the DUF594 
sequences went through an expansion in Oryza with 698 sequences in 7 species (Fig. 23). 
Specifically, O. sativa ssp. japonica and india have 208 sequences in total. Therefore, the DUF594 
could also be another key factor potentially to understand the underlying mechanism of the 
instability of rice genomes. 
 
Survival strategies of Oryza species harboring different Pi54 locus 
The region from #5 to #10 (~60 kbp) is in the opposite orientation in O. brachyantha. Some other 
paracentric inversions have been reported between AA- and FF-genome species [1]. Importantly, 
genes #7 to #9 encode NBS–LRR proteins and are orphans in Nipponbare-type species. Orphan 
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genes are lack of detectable homologs in other lineages [77]. Enormous minorities of protein coding 
genes from every sequenced eukaryotic and prokaryotic genome are unique to the species [78]. 
Orphan genes may arise from duplication, rearrangement processes and non-coding sequence 
followed by fast divergence [77]. They are often related with environmental stress responded and 
species-specific characteristics or regulatory patterns [78]. The yeast genome-sequencing project 
discussed orphan genes firstly, which noticed that approximately one-third of the annotated genes 
classified into this class [79, 80]. Fischer and Eisenberg also suggested that all sequenced bacteria 
contained genes without detectable homologues in any sequenced relative [81]. In general, we can 
find orphan genes by comparative genomics with Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) 
algorithm, which has shown that orphans are widespread traits of any genome [82] including phage 
genomes [83]. Orphan genes have significantly important in responding to environmental stresses. 
It is demonstrated that orphans play a role in plant responding to constant changing environment 
[84-88]. Meanwhile, in rice species, orphans are preferentially expressed after sexual maturation and 
under abiotic pressure than non-orphans [89]. 
 As a result, I came up with a hypothesis of strategies of the divergent Pi54 loci to survive in 
ever-changing environment. Sasanishiki-type species evolved with the functional Pi54 genotype 
at the cost of the loss of several NBS–LRR proteins (#7 to #9). In the Nipponbare-type species, 
Pi54 alleles became pseudogenes, and three R-genes (#7 to #9) accumulated in the adjacent region 
in compensation. For both type species, this situation could confer survival advantages under 
environmental stresses. Thus, these divergent Pi54 loci can be maintained under very different 
selective pressures. These results provided evolutionary insights into the generation of diversity. 
 
The two divergent Pi54 loci with rice breeding program 
In consideration of the rapidly increasing of world population, ever increasing demands, and ever 
changing environment, improvement of rice breeding program would play a major role in near 
future. To mandate the work with rice in different region around world, three Consultative Groups 
on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) centers were established, which is a global 
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mandate the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI), the West Africa Rice Development 
Association (WARDA), and the International Centre for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT) with the 
mandate for Latin America. The wide genetic diversity of genus Oryza, such as different levels of 
ploidy, offers valuable genetic resources and challenges for rice breeding. Over the course of time, 
the main breeding goals remain similar, which the current goals are increasing high yield, grain 
quality, resistance to blast disease, and drought tolerance as well as other challenging goals, such 
as resistance to bacterial, sheath blight, and low temperature [90]. There are many breeding methods 
and techniques, including pedigree selection (conventional rice breeding method), recurrent 
selection, hybrid rice, and mutation breeding [90]. Moreover, modern biotechnologies were 
integrated into breeding program. For instance, molecular markers were applied to aid 
backcrossing programs [91]. Up to now, rice breeders have been got great achievements in crop 
improvement. The major breeding achievements are the rice green revolution [92-94], the new plant 
type [95-99], hybrid rice [100, 101], and the NERICA rice (new rice for Africa) [102, 103]. 
 In this study, two divergent structures of Pi54 locus were found that one type carried 
dysfunction Pi54 but an additional R-cluster (#7 to #9) (Nipponbare type) compared to Sasanishiki 
type. Thus, the breeders are able to take advantage of these findings in this study to increase 
resistance to blast disease and grain quality by integration of new biotechnologies. Overall, a new 
cultivar carried functional Pi54 genotypes could be generated (Fig. 24) via editing Pi54 alleles of 
Nipponbare-type species by targeting and deleting the insertions (143 and 37/44 bp) using 
clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated (Cas) 9 
(CRISPR/Cas9) tool. For instance, the Pi54 of Nipponbare type is able to encode a protein that is 
similar to Tetep Pi54 with the same size after the deletion of 143 and 37 bp insertion via 
CRISPR/Cas9 tool (Fig. 25). In comparison with Tetep, several AA residues of modified 
Nipponbare Pi54 gene showed different, but they were highly conserved with the potentially 
functional Pi54 alleles identified by Kumar Vasudevan (Fig. 25) [15]. 
Here several key factors contributed to the strategy of generating new cultivars from different 
aspects. Firstly, the functional Pi54 genotype is extremely rare in modern japonica lines. Actually, 
I found that not only in the japonica cultivars but also in O. rufipogon and O. meridionalis is 
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dysfunctional because of the insertions (143 bp and 37/44 bp) or the mobile unit. Even in the 
Sasanishiki-type japonica cultivars, a dysfunctional Pi54 genotype may appear because of 
accumulation of polymorphisms and small insertions or deletions as I found in Sasanishiki. These 
results suggest that functional Pi54 genotypes were not necessary during Oryza domestication in 
East Asia and Oceania compared to tropical and subtropical areas. On the contrary, the R-genes #7 
to #9 may play a vital role in temperate areas. However, as the rising global temperature, it is 
urgent to breed rice cultivars with functional Pi54 genotypes. Secondly, CRISPR/Cas9 is useful 
tool for plant genome editing [104, 105]. For example, the negative regulator OsERF922 of rice was 
successfully knockout and thus enhanced blast resistance [106]. Gene modification using 
CRISPR/Cas9 can be accurate, cost-effective, and timesaving in comparison with controversial 
transgenic technology. Finally, the approach for rice breeding have more advantages than 
conventional rice breeding methods. For instance, the cold tolerant cultivar Koshihikari 
(Niponbare type), parental line of Hitomebore, is the most popular cultivated rice in Japan. Now 
it was used for breeding blast resistance lines (commonly called Koshihikari BL line) through 
crossing and backcrossing. Unfortunately, compared to Koshihikari, negative comments about 
grain quality, such as taste, stickiness, and color, were reported by the Niigata Prefectural of Japan 
(http://www.pref.niigata.lg.jp/nosanengei/1215712865932.html). Moreover, three quantitative 
trait loci (QTLs) for cold tolerance were identified on chromosomes 1, 7, and 11 [107]. Thus, the 
tolerance of low temperature may decrease because of rearrangement of chromosome 11 on 
condition that pyramid blast resistance Pi54 gene into Koshihikari BL lines via conventional 
breeding approaches. 
To sum up, the study of Pi54 alleles in Nipponbare- and Sasanishiki-type species in this thesis 
helps rapidly and effectively pyramiding of Pi54 from not only indica cultivars but also wild 
species. This work provides potential genetic resources for rice breeding and evolutionary insights 
into the generation of diversity. 
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In this study, the R-gene Pi54, which initially identified and cloned from the indica cv. Tetep 
confers broad-spectrum resistance against rice blast disease, was analyzed. The functional Pi54 
genotypes are extremely rare in modern japonica compared to indica. Along with the global 
warming, the distribution of fungi M. oryzae that cause rice blast disease and interact with Pi54 
genes will be altered in the near future. The importance of Pi54 gene in japonica cultivars will be 
increased as a result. Therefore, I shed light on the origin and evolution of the Pi54 locus in genus 
Oryza, and provided a potential genetic resource for rice breeding in modern japonica. Overall, I 
found two divergent structures of Pi54 locus that one carried an R-gene cluster insertion between 
Pi54 and its parental gene (#11) in a 99 kbp region and was defined as Nipponbare type, another 
one only harbored a larger Pi54 and #11 in a 25 kbp region of Sasanishiki type. Both of the 
divergent Pi54 loci are widely distributed in modern japonica cultivars and wild rice species, 
including AA-, BB-, and FF-genome species. Together with phylogenetic analysis, I deduced an 
evolutionary model of the two divergent structures of Pi54 locus. In this model, the divergent Pi54 
loci derived from the progenitor FF-genome species O. brachyantha. In O. brachyantha, a tandem 
duplication of the ancestral #11 gene led to the emergence of Pi54. Gene #5 was also duplicated, 
leading to the emergence of #10, which was then inserted in inverted orientation downstream of 
#9. The genes surrounded by homologous genes #5 and #10 might have become a mobile unit. In 
the Nipponbare type, this unit was integrated between Pi54 and #11 in inverted orientation by “cut-
and-paste” and may result in a dysfunctional Pi54. In the Sasanishiki type, this unit was “cut-and-
lost”, but Pi54 could gain of function. 
 This study deepens our understanding of origin of the Pi54 gene and provides evolutionary 
insights into the generation of diversity. 
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Fig. 1 Location of over 100 mapped R-genes on rice chromosomes [16]. 
The genetic location of each gene is based on the public databases (Oryzabase and Gramene); the 
underlined words on map indicate SSR markers and the numbers in the left column of the 
chromosomes are the gene position in centi-morgan (cM). 
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Fig. 2 Geographic distribution and phylogenetic reconstruction of wild species of Oryza [1]. 
(A), Geographic ranges of wild Oryza species Dashed red lines show the limits of rice cultivation. 
Mapped ranges are adapted from IRRI’s Knowledge Bank (http://www.knowledgebank.irri.org/). (B), 
phylogenetic reconstruction by using 6,015 single-copy orthologs from ten Oryza genomes. 
Divergence times within the genus Oryza were estimated by PATHd8, assuming an age of 15 million 
years for the Oryza crown group. 
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Fig. 3 PCR analysis of 14 genes in Nipponbare, Hitomebore, and Sasanishiki. 
Marker fragment sizes are shown on the left. PCR product sizes are shown at the bottom of the 
Nipponbare pane. Genes #4 and #11 are duplicated genes (EnsemblPlants Database). Genes #5 and 
#10 are also duplicated. 
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Fig. 4 Determination of inserted fragment of the isolated BAC clone. 
Both terminal sequences of inserted fragment of Sasanishiki were obtained via sequencing primers 
pIB FP and pIB RP. Comparing analysis of terminal sequences were generated in Rice Database 
Oryzabase with BLAST tool (https://shigen.nig.ac.jp/rice/oryzabase/blast/search). 
 
 
  
Score = 916.34 bits (462), Expect = 0 
 Identities = 462/462 (100.00%) 
 Strand = Plus / Plus 
 
Query:       72 AAGCTTGCAGAGATTCTGATGATGCTGTTGCAGACATAGTGTTTCAGGCCCTAAAGGTAG      131 
                |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
Sbjct: 25220854 AAGCTTGCAGAGATTCTGATGATGCTGTTGCAGACATAGTGTTTCAGGCCCTAAAGGTAG 25220913 
 
Query:      132 ATGGTTTCATTCTGAGGCTATTAAGGTATCTGAAGAGCCAATTCAATTTTTGCCGGACCC      191 
                |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
Sbjct: 25220914 ATGGTTTCATTCTGAGGCTATTAAGGTATCTGAAGAGCCAATTCAATTTTTGCCGGACCC 25220973 
 
Query:      192 AGGCATGGAAGATAAGGAATGAGATATTGAGAATTGGTGGTACACCCATCAATGATCCAC      251 
                |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
Sbjct: 25220974 AGGCATGGAAGATAAGGAATGAGATATTGAGAATTGGTGGTACACCCATCAATGATCCAC 25221033 
 
Query:      252 TTTCCAAAGATTCTCCTTGAACTTTTTGCTTCTGGGCCCTTGAACCACCTCCAATATGGG      311 
                |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
Sbjct: 25221034 TTTCCAAAGATTCTCCTTGAACTTTTTGCTTCTGGGCCCTTGAACCACCTCCAATATGGG 25221093 
 
Query:      312 ACGTTGTTCTAGAATCATTGAGACATATGCTCCTGATTACCACATATTTTGCACTTTGGC      371 
                |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
Sbjct: 25221094 ACGTTGTTCTAGAATCATTGAGACATATGCTCCTGATTACCACATATTTTGCACTTTGGC 25221153 
 
Query:      372 TTGTGGTGGTCGTAATTGTTTTGTGCTAAATGTAATCCTCTAACAGGCTGAATGTGAAAC      431 
                |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
Sbjct: 25221154 TTGTGGTGGTCGTAATTGTTTTGTGCTAAATGTAATCCTCTAACAGGCTGAATGTGAAAC 25221213 
 
Query:      432 GGTCAGCTGTGGTACTGTATATAGACATGTATCCAATCTGAAATGCTTTGTATGGTTGTA      491 
                |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
Sbjct: 25221214 GGTCAGCTGTGGTACTGTATATAGACATGTATCCAATCTGAAATGCTTTGTATGGTTGTA 25221273 
 
Query:      492 TACCTGGATGGACATATGCATCCTATGGATAGCTGGTGCCCA      533 
                |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
Sbjct: 25221274 TACCTGGATGGACATATGCATCCTATGGATAGCTGGTGCCCA 25221315 
Score = 1043.21 bits (526), Expect = 0 
 Identities = 529/530 (99.81%) 
 Strand = Minus / Plus 
 
Query:      547 AAAGTGTACCCCTCTGCAGAGGTTAACTAACTGTTCGAACAGCCGTGCCCACGGTCATGG      488 
                |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
Sbjct: 25448126 AAAGTGTACCCCTCTGCAGAGGTTAACTAACTGTTCGAACAGCCGTGCCCACGGTCATGG 25448185 
 
Query:      487 GCGGATGTGAGGTGGTTCCCGTTGCGTAGATTTGTTTGCCTGTGCTTTGTGAAAAGTTGT      428 
                |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
Sbjct: 25448186 GCGGATGTGAGGTGGTTCCCGTTGCGTAGATTTGTTTGCCTGTGCTTTGTGAAAAGTTGT 25448245 
 
Query:      427 TGTGGTGTGGGAATCGTAACCAGAATCAGCCTATGTGGCAGATGGATGACCTGAGTGGTC      368 
                |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
Sbjct: 25448246 TGTGGTGTGGGAATCGTAACCAGAATCAGCCTATGTGGCAGATGGATGACCTGAGTGGTC 25448305 
 
Query:      367 AGAAACGAATCTGTGTGATTCGGGATGTCTGCGGGCATCATAGACTAGGCTTCCCGAGTG      308 
                |||||| ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
Sbjct: 25448306 AGAAACAAATCTGTGTGATTCGGGATGTCTGCGGGCATCATAGACTAGGCTTCCCGAGTG 25448365 
 
Query:      307 GAAGCGGATTGTTGTGCTGCTGGGCAGCTGGACTCTGGGAGTCCGAGAAAATGAAAAAGG      248 
                |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
Sbjct: 25448366 GAAGCGGATTGTTGTGCTGCTGGGCAGCTGGACTCTGGGAGTCCGAGAAAATGAAAAAGG 25448425 
 
Query:      247 CTCTGGGAGCCGATTAATCAAGTGGAATGGCTCTGGGAGCCGAGAAGTAATGATCTGACC      188 
                |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
Sbjct: 25448426 CTCTGGGAGCCGATTAATCAAGTGGAATGGCTCTGGGAGCCGAGAAGTAATGATCTGACC 25448485 
 
Query:      187 CGGGAGGTCGGTACATTACTAAATGAGCTGTTGAAAAGCATCTCCTAAAGTCGAATCGAG      128 
                |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
Sbjct: 25448486 CGGGAGGTCGGTACATTACTAAATGAGCTGTTGAAAAGCATCTCCTAAAGTCGAATCGAG 25448545 
 
Query:      127 ACGCAAGTCTCTTTTCGGCCCAAACTTAGAAAGAAATAAATCACTTAGTGATTTCAAAAT       68 
                |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
Sbjct: 25448546 ACGCAAGTCTCTTTTCGGCCCAAACTTAGAAAGAAATAAATCACTTAGTGATTTCAAAAT 25448605 
 
Query:       67 GTCTTCAAATAAAAGATTTGCAAAACAACCTTGCCTCTCTTCCAAGCTTG       18 
                |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
Sbjct: 25448606 GTCTTCAAATAAAAGATTTGCAAAACAACCTTGCCTCTCTTCCAAGCTTG 25448655 
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Fig. 5 Restriction fragments of long-range PCR amplicons. 
Number 1 and 2 on the top of figure indicated different primer sets. No.1: forward primer of Pi54 
primer set and reverse primer of Os11g0640800 in Table 2. No.2: forward primer of Os11g0639000 
and reverse primer of Os11g0640800 in Table 2. The PCR amplicons were digested by four restriction 
enzymes, BamHI, EcoRI, Hind III, and Kpn I. 
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Fig. 6 Sequenced divergent region of Sasanishiki and compared to Nipponbare. 
(A), Structure of sequenced divergent region of Sasanishiki. Gene loci were predict by Augustus 
software (http://bioinf.uni-greifswald.de/augustus/submission.php). Homolog of predicted genes were 
analyzed by DDBJ (http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/) with blastn tools. (B), Alignment of the divergent 
regions from Sasanishiki and Nipponbare (25,263,336–25,362,133 bp on chromosome 11 of Os-
Nipponbare-Reference-IRGSP-1.0). The alignment was produced in GenomeMatcher softerware [51]. 
Arrows: red, NBS–LRR family-like genes; blue, miscellaneous genes; gray, presumed genes; green, 
translocated genes. 
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Fig. 7 The predicted amino acid sequences of divergent region of Sasanishiki. 
The predicted amino acid sequences of Pi54 (A), #11 (B), and #12 (C), including NBS–LRR domains, 
were shown. All the domains are underlined. The predicted CC, NBS, and LRR domains are indicated 
by orange, green, and red letter, respectively. The unit of scale is AA. 
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Fig. 8 Detection of the Pi54 locus type in modern O. sativa cultivars based on boundary position 
of divergent region. 
Detection of the locations of the left and right boundaries of the divergent region between Nipponbare 
and Sasanishiki in Pi54 locus. The primer sets were Nipponbare type (N)-specific-left (1,570 bp), N-
specific-right (1,491 bp), Sasanishiki type (S)-specific-left (619 bp), and S-specific-right (1,484 bp). 
PCR fragments were separated in 1.5% agarose gel. The name list of cultivars were shown in Table 1. 
Rectangles represent Hitomebore, Nipponbare, and Sasanishiki, respectively. 
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Fig. 9 Detection of the Pi54 locus type in modern O. sativa cultivars based on Pi54 and #11 genes 
of Sasanishiki type. 
The primer sets were prepared based on specific sequences of Pi54 and #11 genes of Sasanishiki type 
(450 bp and 468 bp fragment, respectively). PCR fragments were separated in 1.5% agarose gel. The 
name list of cultivars were shown in Table 1. Rectangles represent Hitomebore, Nipponbare, and 
Sasanishiki, respectively. 
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Fig. 10 The breeding history of modern O. sativa ssp. japonica cultivars Hitomebore, Nipponbare, 
and Sasanishiki. 
The breeding history tree was constructed according to the Agriknowledge database. The modern rice 
breeding in Japan was from Norin cultivars. 
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Fig. 11 Genes homologous to #1 to #14 in the region corresponding to 25,237,345–25,400,721 bp 
on chromosome 11 of Os-Nipponbare-Reference-IRGSP-1.0. 
Arrows: red, NBS–LRR family-like genes; blue, miscellaneous genes; gray, presumed genes; green, 
translocated genes. Arrows with orange and/or yellow dashed (alleles of the Pi54 and #11, respectively) 
line show genes that were used to conduct phylogenetic tree. Protein size (AA) is indicated under each 
gene ID. Gray bars in Sasanishiki correspond to unsequenced regions. 
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Fig. 12 Multiple sequence alignment of divergent structures in the Pi54 locus. 
DNA sequences from Pi54 to #12 in 10 species were extracted and analyzed in GenomeMatcher 
software. (A), comparing analysis of divergent region. (B), comparing analysis of divergent region in 
2D-view. The corresponding region in the reference genome Os-Nipponbare-Reference-IRGSP-1.0 is 
25,263,336–25,362,133 bp on chromosome 11. Arrows: red, NBS–LRR family-like genes; gray, 
presumed genes; green, translocated genes. 
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Fig. 13 Multiple sequence alignment of #6 alleles in GenomeMatcher software. 
10 kbp sequences were extracted from both upstream and downstream of #6 alleles separately. Figure 
(B) is 2D-view.  
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Fig. 14 Schematic representation of DNA sequences of Pi54 alleles. 
The sequences of Nipponbare, O. rufipogon, O. meridionalis, O. sativa ssp. indica (9311 and Tetep), 
and O. glaberrima include the gene sequences and 800 bp upstream sequences, while the other 5 
sequences are gene sequences only (starting from ATG). CC, coiled coil 
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Fig. 15 DNA sequences of Pi54 alleles. 
(A), A 143 bp insertion in Nipponbare-type species. (B), A 37 or 44 bp insertion in Nipponbare-tpye 
species. 9311 has an additional 31 bp insertion. 
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Fig. 16 The protein sequences of Pi54 alleles. 
The protein sequence of Pi54 in Tetep is considered as a reference. The CC, NBS and LRR domains 
of Tetep were marked by rectangle. 
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Fig. 17 Alignment of Helitron-N91 and the 143 bp insertion in Nipponbare. 
The sequence of Helitron-N91, which is a nonautonomous DNA transposon, was downloaded from 
the Repbase database; its total length is 4,147 bp. 
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Fig. 18 A maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree showing the relationships among the alleles of 
the Pi54 and #11 genes. 
The tree contains 18 genomic DNA sequences both coding and non-coding. Sequences of 10 Pi54 
alleles were extracted according to the functional Pi54 sequence in Tetep. Sequences of 8 alleles of 
#11 are complete coding DNA sequence (CDS). Nip, Nipponbare; Sas, Sasanishiki; Tet, Tetep; Glu, 
O. glumaepatula; Niv, O. nivara; Bar, O. barthii; Gla, O. glaberrima; Ruf, O. rufipogon; Mer, O. 
meridionalis; Pun, O. punctata; Bra, O. brachyantha. Locations of Pi54 alleles on chromosome 11: 
Nip, 25,263,336–25,264,503; Ruf, 25,053,651–25,054,821; Mer, 21,747,946–21,749,123; Glu, 
24,126,550–24,127,540; Niv, 22,154,478–22,155,468; Bar, 20,525,896–20,526,886; Gla, 18,706,523–
18,707,513; Pun, 25,829,456–25,830,446. Locations of #11 alleles on chromosome 11: Nip, 
25,338,884–25,345,347; Ruf, 25,125,041–25,131,339; Mer, 21,841,707–21,846,125; Glu, 
24,139,300–24,147,809; Niv, 22,167,498–22,176,039; Bra, 14,455,855–14,459,981. 
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Fig. 19 Boundary location surrounding Pi54 gene locus. 
The sequences of Nipponbare, O. rufipogon, O. meridionalis, O. sativa ssp. indica (9311 and Tetep), 
and O. glaberrima include the gene sequences and 800 bp upstream sequences, while the other 5 
sequences are gene sequences only (starting from ATG). Red arrow indicated the boundary site 
between Nipponbare and Sasanishiki type. On the left of the boundary side showed considerable 
divergent between the two types, which belongs to non-CDS of Nipponbare-type species and is close 
to original N-terminal of Pi54 of Sasanishiki-type species. 
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Fig. 20 Boundary location surrounding #12 gene locus. 
The multiple DNA sequences alignment analysis of initial region of #12 alleles. Light yellow rectangle 
means the start codon. The front sequences of DNA sequences between Nipponbare- and Sasanishiki-
type species are considerably different, while the following sequences are highly conserved in Oryza 
species. 
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Fig. 21 Phylogenetic relationship of #1, #2, #3, #12, #13 and #14 alleles. 
The phylogenetic tree were constructed by Maximum Likelihood method (ML) based on the CDSs in 
MEGA 7 software. 
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Fig. 22 Model of the evolution of the two types of Pi54 locus. 
In particular, the Pi54 allele in Sasanishiki has lost its function because of several SNPs and small 
insertions and deletions. Dashed rectangle represents the mobile unit. 
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Fig. 23 The distribution of DUF594 sequence in Oryza species. 
The data of DUF594 (PF04578) sequences and species tree in 50 species were obtained from Pfam 
database (http://pfam.xfam.org/family/PF04578#tabview=tab7). This figure concentrated on DUF 594 
sequence distribution in Oryza species. Boxes: pink, number of organisms; green, number of unique 
matched sequences within a genome; purple, number of matched sequences within a genome. 
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Fig. 24 Strategy to gain of functional Pi54 genotypes from Nipponbare-type species. 
The enlargement Pi54 locus at the bottom indicated the mechanism of deleting insertions in 
Nipponbare-type species via CRISPR/Cas9 tool. DNA sequences marked by red letters represent 143 
and 37/44 bp insertions. The blue dashes are the deleted nucleotides. gRNA, guide RNA; PAM, 
protospacer adjacent motif. The gRNA is indicated by an arrow and the PAM site is underlined. 
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Fig. 25 Sequence alignment of modified Pi54 of Nipponbare and functional Pi54 alleles 
The Pi54 alleles 40636, 22597, 41818, 22126, 52694, and 3708 that potentially resist to blast disease 
were identified by Kumar Vasudevan [15] and submitted to the GenBank database with accession 
numbers: 40636 = KR052926, 22597 = KR052925, 41818 = KR052928, 22126 = KR052924, 52694 
= KR052929, and 3708 = KR052932. 
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Table 1 Oryza sativa ssp. japonica cultivars 
1 Tohoku 1 21 PBCQ11 41 Toyonishiki 61 Ouu 239 
2 Tohoku 2 22 PBCQ12 42 Kiyonishiki 62 Nipponbare 
3 Tohoku 3 23 PBCQ13 43 Snow pearl 63 Sasanishiki 
4 Tohoku 4 24 PBCQ14 44 Manamusume 64 Hokushitami (China) 
5 Tohoku 5 25 PBCQ15 45 Haenuki 65 Zaijian (China) 
6 Tohoku 6 26 PBCQ16 46 Taqihonami 66 Hexi 23 (China) 
7 Tohoku 7 27 PBCQ17 47 Chubu 7 67 Gujung (Korea) 
8 Tohoku 8 28 PBCQ18 48 Ouu 321 68 Asahi-I 
9 Tohoku 9 29 PBCQ19 49 Yukigesho 69 Aikoku 
10 Hitomebore 30 PBCQ20 50 Dewaomochi 70 Moritawase 
11 PBCQ1 31 Shin 2 51 Norin 1 71 Kamenoo 
12 PBCQ2 32 Aichi-asahi 52 Norin 6 72 Kmenoo 4 
13 PBCQ3 33 Ishikarishiroge 53 Norin 8 73 Ginbouzu 
14 PBCQ4 34 Kanto 51 54 Norin 22 74 Hatsunishiki 
15 PBCQ5 35 Tsuyuake 55 Tohoku 80 75 Sasashigure 
16 PBCQ6 36 Fukunishiki 56 Tohoku 114 76 Rikuu 20 
17 PBCQ7 37 Pi No.4 57 Tohoku 115 77 Rikuu 132 
18 PBCQ8 38 Toride 1 58 Tohoku 119 78 Yamabiko 
19 PBCQ9 39 BL1 59 Asahi-II 79 Sachikaze 
20 PBCQ10 40 Choukai 60 Koshihikari   
Cultivars without geographic origin are grown in Japan 
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Table 2 Primer sets for detection of two divergent genomic structures at the Pi54 locus 
Primer sets 5’ – 3’ Position Length 
Os11g0638700 (#1) 
CATTGACTCTGGCGTGCTAA 25239450 
656 
GCAAAGGCCATACCAAGTGT 25238795 
Os11g0638900 (#2) 
GGCCTCTTCTGTTCGAGTTG 25246990 
608 
TGTCCAAGCAGTGTTCAAGC 25246383 
Os11g0639000 (#3) 
GAGAAGAGGCTGGTCAAACG 25367562 
780 
CAGCCAGCAAAACAAGTTCA 25368341 
Os11g0639100 (#4, Pi54) 
TTAGGCCTTCAGGAATGGAG 25263384 
900 
TGCAAGAATGGCAAAACTTC 25264283 
Os11g0639300 (#5) 
GCAACCTTTCCAAGAAGCAG 25276304 
481 
CCGTACTCCTCTCGCTTGAC 25276784 
Os11g0639400 (#6) 
AAGCGCAAGAAATCGGAGT 25280431 
458 
AACGGTGAAAAATCGTCTGG 25279956 
Os11g0639600 (#7) 
GCAAGCTAAGGGATGATTCG 25290044 
877 
CTGGCTACCGACCAACAAAT 25289168 
Os11g0640000 (#8) 
CCGGTGTCGGAGTACAGATT 25317721 
736 
ATCAGCTCGATGTGGCTCTT 25316986 
Os11g0640300 (#9) 
TGAGCTCGAGCATTTGACAC 25324341 
551 
CAACACCTGCCAATCCTTCT 25324891 
Os11g0640500 (#10) 
GAATCGCGTAGGTCTCCAAG 25334592 
496 
CCAAACTACGCCAAATTCGT 25335087 
Os11g0640600 (#11) 
AGGCTTTCTCGGCTACACAA 25343366 
437 
TCATACGCAACAAGCTCCAG 25342930 
Os11g0640800 (#12) 
TCGAATCGCTCAAGATCAGA 25359846 
371 
TTGTCCACGGATGAACTTTG 25360216 
Os11g0641200 (#13) 
CCGCAGCTCAAATTTCGGAG 25395091 
751 
AGGGCAGTGTGATCCAACAG 25395841 
Os11g0641300 (#14) 
TGCATACCCTCTGCTTCCTT 25399767 
1150 
TCCAGGAACGACAAGCAATA 25400916 
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Table 3 Primers for sequencing the 25,061 bp region of Sasanishiki 
Forward primers 5’-3’ Reverse primers 5’-3’ 
5aT5Primer_F AGATCAGCGGTGGAAAATTG 6bT5Primer_R TTGTCCACGGATGAACTTTG 
5at4 TTAGGCCTTCAGGAATGGAG 6bT5_1R TCAGCTTGGTGAGCTCATTG 
primer MAS-a CAATCTCCAAAGTTTTCAGG 6bT5_2R GGATGAGGAGTCGCTTCTTG 
Long_seq_1F GCAGCGCTGATCAGAGAATA 6bT5_3R CGTCCAGCCACTTCGTCTT 
Long_seq_2F GCCAGCATCTCTTCAACCAT Long_seq_1R TCGCAAAGACAAATGAGATG 
Long_seq_3F AACAGTGTGTTGGTCGTTGC Long_seq_2R TTGATCTCCGTGGGACACTT 
Long_seq_4F-1 CCTCCTGCCCACCTTATATAG Long_seq_3R AGTGGCCATTATCCCACAGA 
Long_seq_5F TCCAAAGTATTGGGCATACG Long_seq_4R TGCACTCAGTGTATGGAAAGG 
Long_seq_6F TCCTGACTGGCGCAAGTATT Long_seq_5R CTGGAAGGCCTTGAAAAGGT 
Long_seq_7F GATGCTCATCAGCGTTTGTG Long_seq_6R ATGGGTCTGCAGGATCTAGG 
Long_seq_8F GATGTCCGAATAGAAATCGTGA Long_seq_7R TCCAATTCTGCCACACAGAG 
Long_seq_9F_1 GCGACGGTACTAGTCAGCAG Long_seq_9R TGCGAGCTTCTTCTAACTTCG 
Long_seq_10F AGACGTAGACGCCCAACAAC Long_seq_10R TGATGAAGAAACCCACATCG 
M13-forward GTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGAG Long_seq_11R GGATTGAAAGCCAAAATAGCC 
M13_HL2-8_2F TCCAATTCTGCCACACAGAG Long_seq_12R GTCCCAATCCCTGAAACAGA 
M13_HL2-8_3F ATGCAGTGGAACGGCATTAG Long_seq_13R AGCGAGCACTCCTTCCCTAT 
M13_HL2-8_4F AGTGTCATCTGCTGGGGTTG Long_seq_14R GTTTCAGGGCCAACTGAACA 
  Long_seq_15R GACAGTTGGTGCGTCAGGTA 
  Long_seq_16R TGGTTGCTTGTAGGCGTTAG 
  Long_seq_17R CTGCCGTCATCAAGAGGAAT 
  5bt4 TGCAAGAATGGCAAAACTTC 
  M13-reverse GGAAACAGCTATGACCATG 
  M13_HL2-8_2R GCTCAGTGCTTGTCATCCAA 
  M13_HL2-8_3R CAGCATTGGAATGACCAACT 
  M13_HL2-8_4R TGACGAGCATTCCAAACATT 
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Table 4 Primers for sequencing the genes flanking the 25,061 bp region in Sasanishiki 
Gene ID Primers 5’-3’ 
Os11g0638700 (2,241 bp) 
Os11g0638700_PCR_F GCTGCACCTCTTCACCCTAC 
Os11g0638700_PCR_R TCCAACAGAATGGAAGCACA 
Os11g0638700_seq_R1 GCTGAGGATGTGCTCCACTT 
Os11g0638700_seq_R2 CTGGGTTGCTGAGTCCAAGA 
Os11g0638700_seq_R3 ACCACCGTTGCATTCTTTCT 
Os11g0638900 (1,835 bp) 
Os11g0638900_PCR_F CTTTTGTGGATGGAGGGAGT 
Os11g0638900_PCR_R TTCTTCAATCTGGGGCTGTC 
Os11g0638900_seq_F GGTACCTTGCAATCCAAGCA 
Os11g0639000 (4,349 bp) 
Os11g0639000_PCR_F TATGGGCCTTCTGTTGCTCT 
Os11g0639000_PCR_R CAACACCTGGCAGTTCTCAC 
Os11g0639000_seq_F1 TTGGGAGATCTAGGGCTACTTTC 
Os11g0639000_seq_F2 GCCATACCAGTGACCCAATC 
Os11g0639000_seq_F3 TTTACTGTTGTCCGCTGCAT 
Os11g0639000_seq_F4 CAAAAGAGGCAAGGTATGGTG 
Os11g0639000_seq_F5 TTGGAAGTTGAGTGCACATTCT 
Os11g0639000_seq_F6 TGGGATTATGTAACCCAGTTGA 
Os11g0641200 (5,361 bp) 
Os11g0641200_PCR_F TTCGTGGGAATTGAACAGTG 
Os11g0641200_PCR_R GAGTGACAGGCAGGACAACA 
Os11g0641200_seq_F1 GGAATTGGGGGCAAACTATC 
Os11g0641200_seq_F2 TGCAGGCTTGCTATATTGGAG 
Os11g0641200_seq_F3 GGCCAGAAAGGAAGGGTACT 
Os11g0641200_seq_F4 CTTCCACCTTGTGCTGCTTC 
Os11g0641200_seq_F5 TGTTGCACTCTGGCATTGTT 
Os11g0641200_seq_F6 TGCAGATAGGAGACAAAGCA 
Os11g0641200_seq_F7 TTGCTGAAGGCTGTCCTCTT 
Os11g0641300 (765 bp) 
Os11g0641300_PCR_F TGCATACCCTCTGCTTCCTT 
Os11g0641300_PCR_R TCCAGGAACGACAAGCAATA 
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Table 5 Primer sets for distinguishing Nipponbare- and Sasanishiki-type species 
Primer set type Loci Primer ID 5’-3’ 
Boundary position 
Left 
Common_forward TGGTGTGCGTTTCTCTCCTA 
N_reverse a TTTGACACCTTAGGCCGAGT 
S_reverse b GGAAAGGGAATTGAGCACAG 
Right 
Common_reverse TCAGCTTGGTGAGCTCATTG 
N_ forward CCCAGAACAGACCCTTGTGT 
S_ forward CCGAGTGTGCATATTGTCCTT 
Coding region 
Pi54 of S 
S_ forward AGCTACGATCAAGCCAGCAT 
S_reverse GGATTGGGAAAACTCGCATA 
#11 of S 
S_ forward CCTGGAATGCCTTGTTGATT 
S_reverse GAGGGGAATACCTCCTCAGC 
a N, Nipponbare 
b S, Sasanishiki 
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Table 6 Microarray analysis of genes differentially expressed between Hitomebore and 
Sasanishiki 
Gene_ID SystematicName Description 
Hitomebore 
(Ave a) 
Sasanishiki 
(Ave) 
Ratio H/S a 
Os11g0638700 (#1) Os11g0638700 Conserved hypothetical protein. 5 47 0.10 
Os11g0638900 (#2) AK062181 ARM repeat fold domain containing protein. 19003 13291 1.43 
Os11g0639000 (#3) CI394761 Conserved hypothetical protein. 4257 1141 3.73 
Os11g0639100 (#4) Os11g0639100 Hypothetical protein. 5 16 0.30 
Os11g0639300 (#5) AK102044 Protein of unknown function DUF594 family protein. 15 25 0.61 
Os11g0639400 (#6) AK107778 Hypothetical protein. 130 132 0.98 
Os11g0639600 (#7) AK066498 Disease resistance protein family protein. 6230 5 1352.39 
Os11g0640000 (#8) Os11g0640000 Disease resistance protein family protein. 161 5 33.40 
Os11g0640300 (#9) AK121159 Disease resistance protein family protein. 755 4 187.35 
Os11g0640600 (#11) AB017914 Disease resistance protein family protein. 355 458 0.77 
Os11g0641200 (#13) CI445064 Cyclin-like F-box domain containing protein. 1432 2695 0.53 
Os11g0641300 (#14) Os11g0641300 Hypothetical protein. 87 109 0.80 
a Ave, average expression value of 4 biological replicates. 
b H/S, Hitomebore/Sasanishiki. 
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Table 7 Comparison of the sequences of genes #1 to #14 between Nipponbare and Sasanishiki 
Nipponbare 
 
Sasanishiki 
 Sequence alignments 
  NT  AA 
Gene_list NT a AA b  Gene_list NT AA  E-values c Identities  E-values Identities 
Os11g0638700 (#1) 2241 746  #1 2260 648  0 2237/2241 (99%)  0 648/712 (91%) 
Os11g0638900 (#2) 1835 180  #2 1835 180  0 1833/1835 (99%)  4E-136 180/180 (100%) 
Os11g0639000 (#3) 4349 173  #3 4268 222  0 2882/2933 (98%)  4E-088 124/151 (82%) 
Os11g0639100 (#4) 941 112  #4 3735 920  0 864/939 (92%)  1E-049 88/100 (88%) 
- - -  Unknown 2659 281  - -  - - 
Os11g0639300 (#5) 2276 726  - - -  - -  - - 
Os11g0639400 (#6) 722 107  - - -  - -  - - 
Os11g0639600 (#7) 4823 935  - - -  - -  - - 
Os11g0640000 (#8) 1947 648  - - -  - -  - - 
Os11g0640300 (#9) 4157 1118  - - -  - -  - - 
Os11g0640500 (#10) 2196 731  - - -  - -  - - 
Os11g0640600 (#11) 6464 1101  #11 8509 924  0 2593/3179 (82%)  8E-122 224/410 (55%) 
Os11g0640800 (#12) 3842 620  #12 2086 623  0 1720/1843 (93%)  0 552/620 (89%) 
Os11g0641200 (#13) 5361 358  #13 5313 616  0 5271/5301 (99%)  0 306/353 (87%) 
Os11g0641300 (#14) 765 236  #14 913 236  0 764/765 (99%)  1E-174 236/236 (100%) 
a NT, nucleotide sequence 
b AA, amino acid sequence 
c E-values, expectation values 
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Table 8 Homolog between Nipponbare and closely and distantly related species 
Nip AA
 a
 Ruf_ID AA E-velue
 b
 Identities Mer_ID AA E-velue Identities 
#1 746 ORUFI11G22590 1576 0 676/712 (95%) OMERI11G17160 825 0 714/717 (99%) 
#2 180 ORUFI11G22590 1576 4.00E-121 180/180 (100% OMERI11G17170 698 5.00E-128 180/180 (100%) 
#3 173 ORUFI11G22600 256 8.00E-126 169/169 (100%) OMERI11G17180 256 3.00E-125 168/169 (99%) 
#4 112 ORUFI11G22610 343 3.00E-45 72/73 (99%) OMERI11G17190 269 8.00E-46 72/73 (99%) 
#5 726 ORUFI11G22630 726 0 726/726 (100%) OMERI11G17200 725 0 722/726 (99%) 
#6 107 ORUFI05G17680 526 9.00E-07 21/26 (81%) OMERI05G14330 531 9.00E-07 21/26 (81%) 
#7 935 ORUFI11G22640 935 0 935/935 (100%) – – – – 
#8 648 ORUFI11G22660 648 0 648/648 (100%) OMERI01G06080 1007 0 641/648 (99%) 
#9 1118 ORUFI11G22670 1118 0 1118/1118 (100%) OMERI11G17230 1117 0 1115/1118 (99%) 
#10 731 ORUFI11G22680 731 0 718/718 (100%) OMERI11G17240 712 0 693/731 (95%) 
#11 1101 ORUFI11G22690 1065 0 1065/1101 (97%) OMERI11G17250 1216 0 812/816 (99%) 
#12 620 ORUFI11G22710 620 0 620/620 (100%) OMERI11G17260 620 0 619/620 (99%) 
#13 358 ORUFI11G22740 630 0 333/340 (98%) OMERI11G17290 591 0 295/340 (87%) 
#14 236 ORUFI11G22750 236 3.00E-171 236/236 (100%) OMERI11G17290 894 4.00E-95 193/222 (87%) 
Nip AA Niv_ID AA E-velue Identities Glu_ID AA E-velue Identities 
#1 746 ONIVA08G05510 710 4.00E-157 284/545 (52%) OGLUM11G20200 1032 0 708/717 (99%) 
#2 180 ONIVA11G20810 710 7.00E-128 180/180 (100%) OGLUM11G20210 536 1.00E-129 180/180 (100%) 
#3 173 ONIVA11G20820 256 3.00E-124 166/169 (98%) OGLUM11G20220 256 6.00E-125 167/169 (99%) 
#4 112 ONIVA11G20830 1049 2.00E-55 87/100 (87%) OGLUM11G20230 1060 7.00E-56 88/100 (88%) 
#5 726 ONIVA01G50130 761 0 482/723 (67%) OGLUM01G48450 761 0 481/723 (67%) 
#6 107 ONIVA05G17140 532 1.00E-06 21/26 (81%) OGLUM05G17460 553 1.00E-06 21/26 (81%) 
#7 935 – – – – – – – – 
#8 648 – – – – – – – – 
#9 1118 – – – – – – – – 
#10 731 ONIVA01G50130 761 0 473/731 (65%) OGLUM01G48450 761 0 472/731 (65%) 
#11 1101 ONIVA11G20850 2233 0 803/1109 (72%) OGLUM11G20240 2166 0 800/1102 (73%) 
#12 620 ONIVA11G20860 623 0 551/620 (89%) OGLUM11G20260 623 0 550/620 (89%) 
#13 358 ONIVA11G20890 625 0 297/340 (87%) OGLUM11G20290 874 0 330/340 (97%) 
#14 236 ONIVA11G20900 229 6.00E-163 228/236 (97%) OGLUM11G20290 874 1.00E-96 201/245 (82%) 
Nip AA Bar_ID AA E-velue Identities Gla_ID AA E-velue Identities 
#1 746 OBART11G20820 1417 0 714/746 (96%) ORGLA11G0171600 826 0 715/721 (99%) 
#2 180 OBART11G20820 1417 8.00E-122 180/180 (100%) ORGLA11G0171700 691 5.00E-112 161/162 (99%) 
#3 173 OBART11G20830 256 5.00E-125 167/169 (99%) ORGLA11G0171800 256 4.00E-125 167/169 (99%) 
#4 112 OBART11G20840 2160 4.00E-60 97/100 (97%) ORGLA11G0171900 270 3.00E-43 69/73 (95%) 
#5 726 OBART01G44160 761 0 482/723 (67%) ORGLA01G0380300 712 0 481/721 (67%) 
#6 107 OBART05G16460 532 9.00E-07 21/26 (81%) ORGLA05G0142300 532 7.00E-07 21/26 (81%) 
#7 935 – – – – – – – – 
#8 648 – – – – – – – – 
#9 1118 – – – – – – – – 
#10 731 OBART01G44160 761 0 473/731 (65%) ORGLA01G0380300 712 0 474/728 (65%) 
#11 1101 OBART11G20840 2160 0 494/930 (53%) ORGLA11G0171900 270 2.00E-70 124/201 (62%) 
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#12 620 OBART11G20860 546 0 511/548 (93%) ORGLA11G0172100 624 0 552/621 (89%) 
#13 358 OBART11G20890 630 0 327/340 (96%) ORGLA11G0172300 614 0 330/340 (97%) 
#14 236 OBART11G20900 237 1.00E-168 235/237 (99%) ORGLA11G0172400 237 8.00E-169 235/237 (99%) 
Nip AA Pun_ID AA E-velue Identities Bra_ID AA E-velue Identities 
#1 746 OPUNC12G12980 669 3.00E-148 263/519 (51%) OB11G25630 774 0 603/776 (78%) 
#2 180 OPUNC11G17410 699 3.00E-124 174/180 (97%) OB11G25650 682 3.00E-117 166/180 (92%) 
#3 173 OPUNC11G17420 257 2.00E-122 165/171 (96%) OB11G25660 253 6.00E-119 160/171 (94%) 
#4 112 OPUNC11G17430 1062 2.00E-39 79/100 (79%) OB11G25690 1060 9.00E-28 53/81 (65%) 
#5 726 OPUNC01G43080 691 0 466/726 (64%) OB11G25740 745 0 612/744 (82%) 
#6 107 OPUNC05G14530 532 2.00E-07 22/26 (85%) OB05G24400 529 6.00E-07 21/26 (81%) 
#7 935 – – – – OB11G25730 832 0 529/827 (64%) 
#8 648 – – – – OB11G25720 648 0 482/643 (75%) 
#9 1118 – – – – OB11G25710 1193 0 729/1011 (72%) 
#10 731 OPUNC01G43080 691 0 459/727 (63%) OB11G25740 745 0 642/745 (86%) 
#11 1101 OPUNC11G17440 2015 0 629/795 (79%) OB11G25690 1060 0 601/1150 (52%) 
#12 620 OPUNC11G17470 626 0 528/625 (84%) OB11G25700 742 0 462/638 (72%) 
#13 358 OPUNC11G17480 600 0 286/340 (84%) OB11G25750 627 0 280/340 (82%) 
#14 236 OPUNC11G17490 236 8.00E-92 189/233 (81%) – – – – 
Nip, Nipponbare; Ruf, O. rufipogon; Mer, O. meridionalis; Niv, O. nivara; Glu, O. glumaepatula; Bar, 
O. barthii; Gla, O. glaberrima; Pun, O. punctata; Bra, O. brachyantha. 
a AA, amino acid sequence 
b E-values, expectation values 
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Table 9 Interspersed repeat sequence analysis of divergent region in the Pi54 locus 
Species Length (bp) 
Percentage of sequence 
Retroelements DNA transposons Unclassified Total interspersed repeats 
O. meridionalis (AA) 112,929 9.34% 21.09% 6.81% 37.24% 
O. rufipogon (AA) 92,702 13.45% 21.07% 18.34% 52.86% 
Nipponbare (AA) 98,798 12.73% 21.35% 21.56% 55.64% 
O. brachyantha (FF) 32,280 7.59% 2.37% 0.94% 10.90% 
O. punctatA (BB) 22,183 1.58% 1.59% 0.00% 3.17% 
Sasanishiki (AA) 25,061 27.36% 5.99% 0.09% 33.43% 
O. nivara (AA) 25,651 25.92% 5.11% 0.63% 31.66% 
O. glumaepatula (AA) 22,674 18.87% 5.45% 0.10% 24.42% 
O. barthii (AA) 16,743 0.00% 19.76% 1.84% 21.60% 
O. glaberrima (AA) 26,686 6.76% 39.67% 2.13% 48.56% 
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Table 10 Transposable elements in a 98,798 bp region between Pi54 and #12 of Nipponbare 
 Number of elements Length occupied Percentage of sequence 
Retroelements 
LINEs: 
  L1/CIN4 
LTR elements: 
  Ty1/Copia 
  Gypsy/DIRS1 
16 
3 
3 
13 
3 
9 
12574-bp 
2257-bp 
2257-bp 
10317-bp 
1600-bp 
8637-bp 
12.73% 
2.28% 
2.28% 
10.44% 
1.62% 
8.74% 
DNA transposons 
  hobo-Activator 
  Tc1-IS630-Pogo 
  Tourist/Harbinger 
95 
11 
9 
42 
21098-bp 
1930-bp 
1665-bp 
8932-bp 
21.35% 
1.95% 
1.69% 
9.04% 
Unclassified: 41 21303-bp 21.56% 
Total interspersed repeats: 54975-bp 55.64% 
Simple repeats: 12 592-bp 0.60% 
Low complexity: 4 157-bp 0.16% 
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Table 11 Transposable elements in the 25,061 bp region of Sasanishiki 
 Number of elements Length occupied Percentage of sequence 
Retroelements 
  SINEs: 
LINEs: 
  L1/CIN4 
LTR elements: 
  Gypsy/DIRS1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
3 
3 
6856-bp 
83-bp 
539-bp 
539-bp 
6234-bp 
6234-bp 
27.36 % 
0.33% 
2.15% 
2.15% 
24.88% 
24.88% 
DNA transposons 
  hobo-Activator 
  Tc1-IS630-Pogo 
  Tourist/Harbinger 
5 
1 
2 
1 
1500-bp 
164-bp 
460-bp 
255-bp 
5.99% 
0.65% 
1.84% 
1.02% 
Unclassified: 1 22-bp 0.09% 
Total interspersed repeats: 8378-bp 33.43% 
Simple repeats: 4 213-bp 0.85% 
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Table 12 Transposable elements in the flanking regions of genes Pi54 (#4), #5, #10, and #11 
Transposable 
element 
Repeat class/family 
Bra Nip Ruf Mer Niv 
#3–
#11 
#7–
#5 
#5–
#13 
#4–
#5 
#10–
#11 
#11–
#12 
#4–
#5 
#10–
#11 
#11–
#12 
#4–
#5 
#10–
#11 
#11–
#12 
#4–
#11 
ATLANTYS-LTR LTR/Gypsy     +   +   +   
CLOUD-7 DNA/MULE-MuDR           +   
Copia-19_OS-LTR LTR/Copia +             
DITAILA DNA/PIF-Harbinger    +   +   +    
DITTO DNA/PIF-Harbinger   + +   +   +    
DITTO3 DNA/PIF-Harbinger      +   +   +  
DNA9-27 DNA             + 
EXPLORER DNA   +           
EXPLORER1 DNA          +    
GAIJIN DNA/PIF-Harbinger    +   +   +    
Harbinger-N1 DNA/PIF-Harbinger    +  + +  + +  +  
Harbinger-N7C DNA/PIF-Harbinger    +   +   +    
Harbinger-N9 DNA/PIF-Harbinger   +           
HEARTBLEEDING DNA/PIF-Harbinger  +            
Helitron-N8C RC/Helitron    +          
Helitron-N107B RC/Helitron      +   +     
LTR-17B_OS-LTR LTR  +            
Mariner-N2 DNA/TcMar-Stowaway    +   +   +    
NDNA1TNA DNA/PIF-Harbinger   +           
RIREX_LTR LTR/Gypsy             + 
RIREXE_I-int LTR/Gypsy             + 
SNAP-OL3 DNA + +            
STOWAWAY14 DNA/TcMar-Stowaway             + 
STOWAWAY34 DNA/TcMar-Stowaway      +   +   +  
TOURIST-XI DNA/PIF-Harbinger             + 
TREP215 DNA/TcMar-Stowaway   +           
Total number  2 3 5 7 1 4 6 1 4 7 2 3 5 
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Table 13 Genes Orthologous to a mobile unit on chromosome 1 in Oryza species 
O. punctata O. brachyantha Nipponbare O. rufipogon O. meridionalis O. nivara O. glumaepatula 
OPUNC01G04000 OB01G13960 Os01g0165600 ORUFI01G04390 OMERI01G04130 ONIVA01G04660 OGLUM01G04590 
OPUNC01G04010 a OB01G13970 – – – – – 
OPUNC01G04020 – – – – – – 
OPUNC01G04030 – – – – – – 
OPUNC01G04040 – – – – – – 
OPUNC01G04050 OB01G13970 – – – – OGLUM01G04610 
OPUNC01G04060 – + (no CDS) ORUFI01G04400 OMERI01G04150 ONIVA01G04670 OGLUM01G04600 
a Bold front, genes belong to the #5 gene family. 
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Divergent evolution of rice blast resistance
Pi54 locus in the genus Oryza
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Atsushi Higashitani1*
Abstract
Background: The rice blast resistance gene Pi54 was cloned from Oryza sativa ssp. indica cv. Tetep, which conferred
broad-spectrum resistance against Magnaporthe oryzae. Pi54 allelic variants have been identified in not only
domesticates but also wild rice species, but the majority of japonica and some indica cultivars lost the function.
Results: We here found that Pi54 (Os11g0639100) and its homolog Os11g0640600 (named as #11) were closely
located on a 25 kbp region in japonica cv. Sasanishiki compared to a 99 kbp region in japonica cv. Nipponbare.
Sasanishiki lost at least six genes containing one other R-gene cluster (Os11g0639600, Os11g0640000, and
Os11g0640300). Eight AA-genome species including five wild rice species were classified into either Nipponbare or
Sasanishiki type. The BB-genome wild rice species O. punctata was Sasanishiki type. The FF-genome wild rice species O.
brachyantha (the basal lineage of Oryza) was neither, because Pi54 was absent and the orientation of the R-gene
cluster was reversed in comparison with Nipponbare-type species. The phylogenetic analysis showed that #11gene of
O. brachyantha was on the root of both Pi54 and #11 alleles. All Nipponbare-type Pi54 alleles were specifically disrupted
by 143 and 37/44 bp insertions compared to Tetep and Sasanishiki type. In addition, Pi54 of japonica cv. Sasanishiki lost
nucleotide-binding site and leucine-rich repeat (NBS–LRR) domains owing to additional mutations.
Conclusions: These results suggest that Pi54 might be derived from a tandem duplication of the ancestor #11 gene in
progenitor FF-genome species. Two divergent structures of Pi54 locus caused by a mobile unit containing the nearby
R-gene cluster could be developed before domestication. This study provides a potential genetic resource of rice
breeding for blast resistance in modern cultivars sustainability.
Keywords: Oryza, Pi54 alleles, Resistance gene, Blast disease, Evolution, Rice breeding
Background
Oryza sativa, including two major subspecies japonica
and indica, is the staple food for half the world and of piv-
otal importance in worldwide food production and secur-
ity (Chang 1976; Lu 1999; Ammiraju et al. 2006). It is
estimated that we need to produce 60% more rice between
2010 and 2050 to meet increasing demand (Alexandratos
and Bruinsma 2012; Saito et al. 2017). Plant diseases are
threatening the crops productions worldwide. For ex-
ample, rice blast disease, caused by the fungus Magna-
porthe oryzae (M. oryzae), is one of the most damaging
rice diseases, and rice yield loss was up to 100% (Liu et al.
2014). Plants have evolved sophisticated defense response
to resist pathogens infection over the course of evolution.
The first layer of plant defense is pathogen-associated mo-
lecular patterns triggered immunity, and the second layer
is effector-triggered immunity, which is mediated by plant
resistance genes (R-genes) (Dangl et al. 2013). Most
R-genes encode proteins with nucleotide-binding site and
leucine-rich repeats (NBS–LRR) domains (Gay et al. 1991;
Hammond-Kosack and Jones 1997; Song et al. 1997; Kobe
and Kajava 2001; McHale et al. 2006). Multiple R-genes
are located in clusters and all these clusters were abundant
on chromosome 11 of rice genome (Zhou et al. 2004; Yang
et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2014; Vasudevan et al. 2015;
Ashkani et al. 2016).
In recent rice-breeding programs, pyramiding of
R-genes has been an effective strategy for achieving dur-
able resistance in commercial crops (Ashkani et al. 2016;
Xiao et al. 2017). Until now, over 100 major blast
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R-genes against M. oryzae have been identified, but only
30 of them have been cloned and characterized (Wang
et al. 2017). Nearly all of the cloned R-genes encodes
NBS–LRR proteins except Pid2, which encodes a
receptor-like kinase (Chen et al. 2006). Some R-genes
against rice blast disease such as Pi1, Piz-5, Pita, and
Pi5, have been introgressed into agronomically superior
rice cultivars by marker-assisted selection (Hittalmani et
al. 2000; Narayanan et al. 2002; Liu et al. 2003; Lee et al.
2009). Marker-assisted backcrossing has been used with
the blast resistance genes Piz-5 and Pi54 to develop im-
proved restorers, Pusa1602 (with Piz-5) and Pusa1603
(with Pi54) (Singh et al. 2012).
The blast resistance gene Pi54 (also known as Pi-kh), en-
coding an NBS–LRR protein, was initially identified and
cloned from the indica cv. Tetep; it confers
broad-spectrum resistance against Indian rice blast isolates
(Rai et al. 2011). Nowadays, many blast resistance alleles of
Pi54 were also cloned from various wild rice species provid-
ing a high degree of resistance to M. oryzae (Das et al.
2012; Devanna et al. 2014). Moreover, Pi54 allelic variants,
including resistant and susceptible genotype, have been de-
tected through sequence-based allele mining. The studies
revealed that the numbers of coding DNA sequences
(CDSs) at the Pi54 varies from 0 to 3 and the predicted
proteins consist of 73 to 486 amino acid (AA) residues
(Thakur et al. 2015). Specifically, the LRR domain showed a
high level nucleotide variation and the selection pressure
was high in this domain (Kumari et al. 2013; Thakur et al.
2015). The NBS domain of Pi54 alleles also revealed diver-
sity with amino acid sequence polymorphism (Kumari et al.
2013). However, it is still unclear how Pi54 and its locus di-
versity has evolved and spread in genus Oryza.
Recent Oryza genome projects have clarified the domes-
tication history of rice (Zhang et al. 2014; Stein et al.
2018). The 27 Oryza species are divided into 11 genome
types, 6 of which are diploid (n = 12: AA, BB, CC, EE, FF
and GG) and 5 of which are polyploid (n = 24: BBCC,
CCDD, HHJJ, HHKK and KKLL). Two species, O. sativa
in Asia ~ 10,000 years ago and O. glaberrima in Africa ~
3000 years ago, have been independently domesticated as
rice. Cultivated rice belongs to the AA genome group.
Here, we report two considerably divergent structures of
the Pi54 gene and its locus in two O. sativa ssp. japonica
domesticated cultivars Nipponbare and Sasanishiki. We
compared these structures with those in six AA-genome
species (O. nivara, O. glumaepatula, O. barthii, O. glaber-
rima, O. rufipogon, and O. meridionalis), one BB-genome
species O. punctata, and one FF-genome species O. bra-
chyantha including not only domesticated rice but also
wild species. Our analysis revealed origin and evolution of
the Pi54 gene and its locus in genus Oryza and provided
potential genetic resources for breeding for rice blast re-
sistance in modern cultivars.
Methods
Plant materials, growth conditions, DNA extraction, and
genomic information
Oryza sativa ssp. japonica cultivars, including Hitome-
bore, Nipponbare, and Sasanishiki, were grown in pots and
kept in a growth chamber at 30 °C during the day and 22 °C
at night with a 12-h photoperiod after 3 days germinating
at 30 °C. DNA was extracted from fresh leaves using a
modified cetyl trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)
protocol (Teranishi et al. 2004). The genomic information
of Nipponbare, O. glumaepatula (GEN1233_2), O. nivara
(IRGC100897), O. barthii (IRGC105608), O. glaberrima
(IRGC:96717), O. rufipogon (W1943), O. meridionalis
(W2112), O. punctata (IRGC105690), O. brachyantha
(IRGC101232), and O. sativa ssp. indica (9311) was down-
loaded from EnsemblPlants (http://plants.ensembl.org/
index.html). The genomic information of Pi54 reference al-
lele of Tetep is available from GenBank with accession
number CCD33085.
PCR analyses
A primer set Pi54 MAS (Additional file 1: Table S1)
(Ramkumar et al. 2010) was used to identify the differ-
ence of Pi54 allele between Nipponbare, Sasanishiki and
Hitomebore. To detect the presence or absence of genes
in Pi54 locus, in total 14 genes based on the
Os-Nipponbare-Reference-IRGSP-1.0 reference genome
(International Rice Genome Sequencing Project, IRGSP),
primer sets were prepared and listed in Additional file 1:
Table S1. The 14 genes were named as #1 to #14. To
identity Nipponbare and Sasanishiki-type Pi54 locus in
24 modern japonica cultivars (including Nipponbare,
Sasanishiki, and Hitomebore), specific PCR primer sets
were designed with two ways, either according to
left-side and right-side border sequences of the divergent
region of Pi54 locus or Sasanishiki-specific polymor-
phisms of Pi54 and #11 genes. The primer sequences
were listed in Additional file 1: Table S2. All the primers
were designed in Primer3Plus software (Untergasser et
al. 2007). PCR condition was using the following
temperature profile: initial DNA denaturation, 94 °C for
3 min; followed by 35 cycles of denaturation, 98 °C for
10s; annealing, 68 °C for 15 s; extension, 68 °C for 30s or
1 min (according to the product size); and final exten-
sion at 72 °C for 5 min and then hold at 4 °C using Pri-
merSTAR GXL DNA polymerase (Takara, Japan).
Sequence analysis of the Pi54 locus of Sasanishiki using a
BAC clone library
A high-density Sasanishiki bacterial artificial chromosome
(BAC) library in the plndigoBAC-5 (Takano et al. 2013)
was used. A BAC clone harboring gene loci from
Os11g0638700 (named as #1) to Os11g0641300 (named
as #14) was obtained and filtered using the primer sets
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Os11g0639000 (named as #3) and Os11g0640800 (named
as #12) (Additional file 1: Table S1). The sequencing
primers for confirming exact location of the inserted frag-
ment in BAC clone were pIB FP and pIB RP. The selected
BAC clone was used to extract the plasmid in a
large-construct DNA purification kit (NucleoBond Xtra
BAC). The position of the inserted Sasanishiki fragment is
25,220,854 to 25,448,655 bp on chromosome 11 according
to the reference genome; it harbors the genes from #1
(25,237,345 to 25,239,585) to #14 (25,399,957 to
25,400,721). The region containing Pi54 (#4)–#12 was
amplified from this clone by long-range PCR. The
obtained PCR product was subcloned and sequenced by
ABI3130 Genetic Analyzer with a BigDye Terminator
Sequence Ready kit (Applied Biosystems, http://www.ap-
pliedbiosystems.com). Sequencing primers are listed in
Additional file 1: Tables S3 and S4.
Multiple sequence alignments were generated in Geno-
meMatcher (Ohtsubo et al. 2008) and CLUSTALX2 (Larkin
et al. 2007) software. Gene loci of the sequenced fragment
was predicted by Augustus software (http://bioinf.uni--
greifswald.de/augustus/submission.php). Sequence similar-
ity analysis was performed with the ncbi-blast-2.6.0 tool
(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/blast+/LAT-
EST). The threshold expectation value was set to 10− 4,
which was determined empirically to filter out most of the
spurious hits. The translated AA sequence of each of the
predicted genes of Sasanishiki and of each of genes in Nip-
ponbare (Os11g0638700 to Os11g0641300) was used as a
query against the genome of the other accessions that was
downloaded from EnsemblPlants.
Structural and phylogenetic analyses of the homologous
genes Pi54 and #11
The protein sequences encoded by two predicted Sasa-
nishiki genes were acquired in Augustus. The NBS and
LRR domains were searched using the CDART (https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/lexington/lexington.cgi
?cmd=rps) and Pfam (http://pfam.xfam.org/) tools. The
coiled-coil (CC) domain was predicted using the COILS
server (http://embnet.vital-it.ch/software/COILS_form.ht
ml). Repetitive elements were analyzed using the Repeat-
Masker Web Server (http://www.repeatmasker.org/cgi--
bin/WEBRepeatMasker). Information on transposable
elements was downloaded from the Repbase database
(http://www.girinst.org/repbase/).
To assess the evolutionary relationship of the conserved
DNA sequences of alleles Pi54 and #11, molecular phylo-
genetic analysis was performed by the Maximum Likeli-
hood method (ML) based on the JTT matrix-based model
(Jones et al. 1992) in MEGA 7 software (Kumar et al.
2016). DNA sequences (21 in total) from Nipponbare,
Sasanishiki, O. glumaepatula, O. nivara, O. barthii, O. gla-
berrima, O .meridionalis, O. rufipogon, O. punctata, O.
brachyantha and O. sativa ssp. indica 9311 and Tetep
were used.
Results
Divergent structures of the Pi54 locus in O. sativa ssp.
japonica cultivars
A PCR-based co-dominant molecular marker, Pi54 MAS,
has been developed targeting a 144 bp insertion/deletion
polymorphism in the exon of Pi54 gene (Ramkumar et al.
2010). Pi54 MAS is able to distinguish resistant (without
144 bp insertion) and susceptible genotype (with 144 bp in-
sertion). To observe the Pi54 alleles (Os11g0639100: named
as #4) among O. sativa ssp. japonica cv. Nipponbare, Sasa-
nishiki, and Hitomebore, we performed PCR amplification
with Pi54 MAS using genomic DNA. The results clearly in-
dicated that Nipponbare and Hitomebore harbored the in-
sertion but no such insertion was found in Sasanishiki
(Additional file 1: Figure S1). To analyze the Pi54 locus in
Sasanishiki, we designed 14 primer sets to detect genes
Os11g0638700 (#1) to Os11g0641300 (#14) in Nipponbare,
Sasanishiki, and Hitomebore genome (Materials and
method; Additional file 1: Table S1). All expected fragments
were amplified successfully from the Nipponbare and Hito-
mebore genomes, but specific amplifications of genes from
Os11g0639300 (#5) to Os11g0640600 (#11) failed in Sasa-
nishiki genome (Fig. 1). To obtain the genomic fragment of
Sasanishiki Pi54 locus, we performed long-range PCR with
the forward primer of Pi54 and the reversed primer of #12
(Additional file 1: Table S1), but PCR amplification failed
using Sasanishiki genomic DNA directly. Therefore, we
screened a 23 K BAC clone library of the Sasanishiki gen-
ome to analyze the structure of the Pi54 locus in Sasa-
nishiki (Takano et al. 2013). We finally isolated a positive
clone (plate No. 48, P12), sequenced it and found that this
25,061 bp nucleotide fragment contained 4 genes (Pi54, an
unknown gene, #11, and #12; Sasanishiki type), while the
98,798 bp Nipponbare fragment included 9 genes (Nippon-
bare type) (Additional file 1: Figure S2). The genes from #5
to Os11g0640500 (#10) were lost in Sasanishiki. The genes
#1, Os11g0638900 (#2), Os11g0639000 (#3), Os11g0641200
(#13), and #14 of Sasanishiki were more than 98% identical
to those of Nipponbare, while Pi54, #11, and #12 were less
than 93% identical (Table 1). The unknown gene found be-
tween Pi54 and #11 in Sasanishiki was absent in the Nip-
ponbare genome.
To analyze the breeding history of the Pi54 locus, we
designed specific PCR primer sets to amplify the up-
stream and downstream border sites and found that the
divergent structures of the Pi54 locus are randomly dis-
tributed in the parental lines of Nipponbare, Sasanishiki,
and Hitomebore (Additional file 1: Figure. S3, Fig. 2).
The modern rice breeding in Japan was from Norin cul-
tivars. Intriguingly, both types were found in early lines
(Asahi 1 and Asahi 2, and Kamenoo, and Kamenoo 4)
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Fig. 1 PCR analysis of 14 genes (Os11g0638700–Os11g0641300) in Nipponbare, Hitomebore and Sasanishiki. Marker fragment sizes are shown on
the left PCR product sizes are shown at the bottom of the Nipponbare pane
Table 1 Comparison of the sequences of genes Os11g0638700 to Os11g0641300 between Nipponbare and Sasanishiki
Sequence alignments
Nipponbare Sasanishiki NT AA
Gene_list NTa AAb Gene_list NT AA E-values c Identities E-values Identities
Os11g0638700 (#1) 2241 746 #1 2260 648 0 2237/2241 (99%) 0 648/712 (91%)
Os11g0638900 (#2) 1835 180 #2 1835 180 0 1833/1835 (99%) 4E-136 180/180 (100%)
Os11g0639000 (#3) 4349 173 #3 4268 222 0 2882/2933 (98%) 4E-088 124/151 (82%)
Os11g0639100 (#4) 941 112 #4 3735 920 0 864/939 (92%) 1E-049 88/100 (88%)
– – – Unknown 2659 281 – – – –
Os11g0639300 (#5) 2276 726 – – – – – – –
Os11g0639400 (#6) 722 107 – – – – – – –
Os11g0639600 (#7) 4823 935 – – – – – – –
Os11g0640000 (#8) 1947 648 – – – – – – –
Os11g0640300 (#9) 4157 1118 – – – – – – –
Os11g0640500 (#10) 2196 731 – – – – – – –
Os11g0640600 (#11) 6464 1101 #11 8509 924 0 2593/3179 (82%) 8E-122 224/410 (55%)
Os11g0640800 (#12) 3842 620 #12 2086 623 0 1720/1843 (93%) 0 552/620 (89%)
Os11g0641200 (#13) 5361 358 #13 5313 616 0 5271/5301 (99%) 0 306/353 (87%)
Os11g0641300 (#14) 765 236 #14 913 236 0 764/765 (99%) 1E-174 236/236 (100%)
aNT, nucleotide sequence
bAA, amino acid sequence
cE-values, expectation values
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established before modern breeding more than 100 years
ago (Fig. 2). These two types were also found in japonica
rice cultivated in China with Hokushitami and Zaijian
being the Sasanishiki type and Hexi 23 the Nipponbare
type. These results suggest that each type of the Pi54
locus was stably and widely spread among japonica cul-
tivars before modern artificial breeding history.
Pi54 locus in the genus Oryza
Next, we investigated whether the two types of the Pi54
locus are conserved. The Pi54 locus of six AA-genome
species was Nipponbare type in O. rufipogon and O. meri-
dionalis and Sasanishiki type in O. nivara, O. glumaepa-
tula, O. barthi, and O. glaberrima (Fig. 3). The synteny
from Pi54 to #12 was conserved within the types and the
synteny of both flanking regions (#1 to Pi54 on the left
side and #12 to #14 on the right side) was highly con-
served in all AA-genome species (Fig. 3). A multiple align-
ment analysis of DNA sequences from Pi54 to #12
showed more than 90% identity within each type but little
identity between the Nipponbare and Sasanishiki types
(Fig. 4). The Nipponbare type had a long insertion con-
taining genes #5 to #10 in comparison with the Sasanishiki
type. In the African wild rice O. barthii and O. glaberrima,
as well as in Nipponbare type species O. rufipogon (Asian)
and O. meridionalis (Australian), different insertions and
deletions were found (Fig. 4). Altogether, these results
indicate that the two divergent Pi54 loci developed before
the establishment of AA genome species.
The structure of the Pi54 locus in O. punctata (BB-ge-
nome) lacked the region from genes #5 to #10, and thus
was Sasanishiki type (Figs. 3, and 4), whereas that in O.
brachyantha (FF-genome) consisted of genes #1, #2, #3,
#11, #12, #9, #8, #7, #5, and #13, but Pi54 and #10 were
absent. In comparison with other Nipponbare type spe-
cies, the orientation of #9, #8, #7, and #5 in O. bra-
chyantha was reversed (Figs. 3, and 4). Thus, in
FF-genome species, the Pi54 locus had characters of
both the Sasanishiki (close location of #3 and #11) and
Nipponbare type (presence of #5, #7, #8 and #9).
Diversity of the homologous genes Pi54 and #11
In Nipponbare, in comparison with a 112 AA protein of
gene Pi54, its homolog #11 (EnsemblPlants database) is a
1101 AA protein. Genome-wide blast analysis showed that
all six AA-genome wild species analyzed carry orthologues
of both Pi54 and #11. Phylogenetic analysis showed that
Pi54 and #11 of Nipponbare were most closely related to
those of Nipponbare type species O. rufipogon (Asian) and
O. meridionalis (Australian) (Fig. 5). In contrast, Pi54 and
#11 of Sasanishiki were very similar to those of Sasanishiki
type species, such as O. nivara (Asian) and O. glumaepatula
(South American). The Pi54 alleles of African O. barthii and
O. glaberrima (Sasanishiki type species) was the sister group
Fig. 2 The breeding history of modern O. sativa ssp. japonica cultivars Nipponbare, Hitomebore, and Sasanishiki was obtained from
Agriknowledge database (https://agriknowledge.affrc.go.jp/). The modern rice breeding in Japan was from Norin cultivars
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only of Nipponbare type species, and the lowest common
ancestor of them was close to other Sasanishiki type species
(such as O. nivara and O. glumaepatula).
We also performed phylogenetic analysis of Pi54 and its
homolog #11 with O. punctata (BB-genome) and O. bra-
chyantha (FF-genome) that is placed in the basal lineage in
Oryza (Chen et al. 2013) (Fig. 5). The divergence time be-
tween AA- and BB-genome species is estimated as more
than 6 million years ago (Mya) and that between FF-and
AA-BB genome species as 15 Mya (Stein et al. 2018). We
found that #11 gene of O. brachyantha was on the root of
both Pi54 alleles and #11 alleles, while #11 of O. punctata
was relatively close to Sasanishiki type species. In O. bra-
chyantha (FF), Pi54 was not detected in the expected region.
In contrast, in O. punctata (BB), which was close to the root
of all Pi54 alleles, Pi54 and an additional gene between #11
and #12 were found (Fig. 4). To sum up, we suggested that
#11 of the FF-genome species was duplicated and Pi54 origi-
nated from the duplicated before the divergence of FF- and
AA-BB- genome species, and that this duplication was
caused by natural rather than artificial selection.
Insertions (143 bp and 37/44 bp) were found to be con-
served in the Pi54 alleles of 9311, O. rufipogon and O.
meridionalis (Nipponbare type), but not in Tetep, O.
Fig. 3 Genes homologous to #1 to #14. Nipponbare: the region corresponding to 25,237,345–25,400,721 bp on chromosome 11 of Os-Nipponbare-Reference-
IRGSP-1.0. Arrows: red, NBS–LRR family-like genes; blue, miscellaneous genes; gray, presumed genes; green, translocated genes. Arrows with orange and/or
yellow dashed (alleles of the Pi54 and #11, respectively) line show genes that were used to conduct phylogenetic tree. Protein size (AA) is indicated under each
gene ID. Gray bars in Sasanishiki correspond to unsequenced regions
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nivara, O. glumaepatula, O. barthii, or O. glaberrima
(Sasanishiki type) (Fig. 6, Additional file 1: Figure S4). A
143 bp insertion is associated with susceptibility to blast
disease (e.g., Nipponbare and Swarna), and resistant geno-
types have no such insertion (e.g., Tetep and Suraksha)
(Ramkumar et al. 2010). We found that the sequence of
this insertion has high similarity to the non-autonomous
DNA transposon Helitron-N91 (Additional file 1: Figure
S5). The 37 or 44 bp insertion results in a loss of the NBS
domain (Fig. 6). Sasanishiki lacks these insertions but has
other mutations in the NBS and LRR domains, which may
result in loss of Pi54 function (Fig. 6).
Interspersed repeats of the Pi54 locus in Oryza species
To better understand the divergent structures of the Pi54
locus, we analyzed interspersed repeat sequence in the
region from Pi54 to #12 (exception: from #11 to #5 of in
O. brachyantha) (Table 2). All AA-genome species har-
bored a high level of interspersed repeats. For example, in-
terspersed repeats occupied 55.64% of 99 kbp in
Nipponbare and 33.43% of 25 kbp in Sasanishiki. In com-
parison with AA-genome species, the percentages of re-
petitive sequence of the ancestral species O. brachyantha
(FF-genome, #11 to #5, 32 kbp) and O. punctata (BB-ge-
nome, Pi54 to #12, 22 kbp) were significantly low, which
occupied 10.90% and 3.17%, respectively. This high level
of repetitive sequence in the Pi54 locus of AA-genome
species potentially lead to considerable diversity between
Nipponbare and Sasanishiki type species. To further
understand evolution of duplicated genes (#4 and #11; #5
and #10) in the Pi54 locus, we analyzed transposons in
the flanking regions of these duplicated genes in O.
Fig. 4 Multiple sequence alignment of divergent structures in the Pi54 locus. DNA sequences from Pi54 to #12 in 10 species were extracted and
analyzed in GenomeMatcher software (Ohtsubo et al. 2008). The corresponding region in the reference genome Os-Nipponbare-Reference-IRGSP-
1.0 is 25,263,336–25,362,133 bp on chromosome 11. Red arrows represent gene loci
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brachyantha, Nipponbare type species Nipponbare, O.
rufipogon, and O. meridionalis, and Sasanishiki type spe-
cies O. nivara. 26 non-autonomous transposons of both
retroelements and DNA transposons were identified in
total (Additional file 1: Table S5). In particular, the num-
ber of transposon that located on upstream of #5 is signifi-
cantly higher than the other flanking regions of duplicated
genes. Thus, the high level of interspersed repeats and a
great number of transposons in the Pi54 locus of
AA-genome species may reflect underlying mechanisms
of establishment of divergent structures and also increase
genome instability.
Discussion
The evolutionary mechanisms of R-genes
The mechanism of interaction between host plants with
R-genes encoding NBS–LRR protein and pathogen is ex-
plained by gene-for-gene resistance theory (Van Der Bie-
zen and Jones 1998; McHale et al. 2006). R and Avr genes
have co-evolved with natural selection in host–pathogen
interactions (Sharma et al. 2012). Rapid evolution of the
fungus M. oryzae occurs through non-synonymous varia-
tions, which frequently result in gain or loss of function of
the Avr genes (Xue et al. 2012; Huang et al. 2014; Zhang
et al. 2015). Resistant plants have acquired high levels of
allelic diversity, new R-genes or copy number variations
(CNVs) thereby increasing the durability of resistance (Yu
et al. 2011; Jacob et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2014). In Oryza,
the copy number of R-genes is markedly higher in both
the indica and japonica cultivars than in wild rice, prob-
ably because of artificial selection for increased R-gene di-
versity and CNVs (Zhang et al. 2014; Stein et al. 2018).
For example, 631 R-genes are predicted in the Nipponbare
genome but only 307 in the genome of wild species O.
brachyantha (Zhang et al. 2014; Zhu et al. 2014).
In this study, we found that an R-gene cluster located
on the Pi54 locus. In terms of Pi54 gene of this locus, the
family size is 2.8 ± 1.1 genes per species in 13 Oryza spe-
cies, considerably smaller than the sizes of the RGA4 (9.8
± 3.1), RGA5 (22.5 ± 5.2), Pik1 (5.6 ± 1.6), and Pik2 (18.7 ±
3.5) families (Stein et al. 2018). Suggested that Pi54 family
was conserved between modern and ancestral Oryza spe-
cies with a small and stable gene family size. Therefore, to
enhance the durability of rice blast resistance, Pi54 may
evolve through high levels of allelic diversity rather than
CNVs. In terms of R-genes #7 to #9 that encode NBS–
LRR proteins, the copy number of these three genes in
Nipponbare is 36, 8, and 3, respectively, in contrast to 26,
5, and 4 in the progenitor O. brachyantha (EnsemblPlants
database). Suggested that R-genes #7 to #9 might evolve
Fig. 5 A maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree showing relationships among the alleles of the Pi54 and #11 genes. The tree contains 18 genomic DNA
sequences both coding and non-coding. Sequences of 10 Pi54 alleles were extracted according to the functional Pi54 sequence in Tetep. Sequences of 8
alleles of #11 are complete coding DNA sequence (CDS). Nip, Nipponbare; Sas, Sasanishiki; Tet, Tetep; Glu, O. glumaepatula; Niv, O. nivara; Bar, O. barthii; Gla,
O. glaberrima; Ruf, O. rufipogon; Mer, O. meridionalis; Pun, O. punctata; Bra, O. brachyantha. Locations of Pi54 alleles on chromosome 11: Nip, 25,263,336–
25,264,503; Ruf, 25,053,651–25,054,821; Mer, 21,747,946–21,749,123; Glu, 24,126,550–24,127,540; Niv, 22,154,478–22,155,468; Bar, 20,525,896–20,526,886; Gla,
18,706,523–18,707,513; Pun, 25,829,456–25,830,446. Locations of #11 alleles on chromosome 11: Nip, 25,338,884–25,345,347; Ruf, 25,125,041–25,131,339; Mer,
21,841,707–21,846,125; Glu, 24,139,300–24,147,809; Niv, 22,167,498–22,176,039; Bra, 14,455,855–14,459,981
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Fig. 6 Schematic representation of DNA sequences of Pi54 alleles. The sequences of Nipponbare, O. rufipogon, O. meridionalis, O. sativa ssp. indica
(9311 and Tetep), and O. glaberrima include the gene sequences and 800 bp upstream sequences, while the other 5 sequences are gene
sequences only (starting from ATG). CC, coiled coil
Table 2 Interspersed repeat sequence analysis of divergent structures in the Pi54 locus
Species Length
(bp)
Percentage of sequence
Retroelements DNA transposons Unclassified Total interspersed repeats
O. meridionalis (AA) 112,929 9.34% 21.09% 6.81% 37.24%
O. rufipogon (AA) 92,702 13.45% 21.07% 18.34% 52.86%
Nipponbare (AA) 98,798 12.73% 21.35% 21.56% 55.64%
O. brachyantha (FF) 32,280 7.59% 2.37% 0.94% 10.90%
O. punctata (BB) 22,183 1.58% 1.59% 0.00% 3.17%
Sasanishiki (AA) 25,061 27.36% 5.99% 0.09% 33.43%
O. nivara (AA) 25,651 25.92% 5.11% 0.63% 31.66%
O. glumaepatula (AA) 22,674 18.87% 5.45% 0.10% 24.42%
O. barthii (AA) 16,743 0.00% 19.76% 1.84% 21.60%
O. glaberrima (AA) 26,686 6.76% 39.67% 2.13% 48.56%
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with either high levels of allelic diversity or CNVs. To sum
up, many R-genes could evolve with high levels of allelic
diversity as Pi54. Thus, for Pi54-like R-genes, the study of
exploring allelic diversity would be essential.
An evolutionary model of two divergent structures of the
Pi54 locus
To gain insights into evolution of the two divergent struc-
tures of the Pi54 locus, we conducted genome-wide blast
analysis (Fig. 3) and a phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 5) and
deduced evolutionary history (Fig. 7). In the FF-genome
species O. brachyantha, only #11 gene was localized in the
Pi54 locus but its homolog Pi54 gene was undetectable in
the whole genome. In addition, the phylogenetic analysis
revealed that #11 gene of O. brachyantha was on the root
of both Pi54 and #11 alleles in other Oryza species. Taken
together, we assumed that a tandem duplication of the an-
cestral #11 gene in progenitor FF-genome species led to
the emergence of Pi54. Gene #5 with a domain of un-
known function DUF594 was also duplicated, leading to
the emergence of #10, which was then inserted in inverted
orientation downstream of #9. The genes surrounded by
homologous genes #5 and #10 might have become a mo-
bile unit. In the Nipponbare type, this unit was integrated
between Pi54 and #11 in inverted orientation by
“cut-and-paste” and might result in a shortening of the
N-terminal portion of Pi54 gene. As with the opposite
orientation of the region from #5 to #10 (~ 60 kbp) in O.
brachyantha, some other paracentric inversions have been
reported between AA- and FF-genome species either
(Stein et al. 2018). In the Sasanishiki type, this unit was
“cut-and-lost” (Fig. 7). Besides, the Pi54 locus of Nippon-
bare and Sasanishiki type were firstly observed in wild
species O. meridionalis (AA-genome) and O. punctata
(BB-genome), respectively. The mean AA-BB divergence
time was 6.76 Mya, while the split time between O. meri-
dionalis and other AA-genome species was 2.41 Mya
(Stein et al. 2018). Along with domestication of O. sativa
and O. glaberrima starting from ~ 10,000 and ~ 3000 years
ago separately, these findings revealed that these two di-
vergent Pi54 loci had been developed before domestica-
tion. Taken together, in the evolutionary model, the
duplication events are important factors in the generation
of gain-of-function genes, including R genes (Hulbert et
al. 2001; Leister 2004; Guo et al. 2011). The evolution of
the two divergent structures of the Pi54 locus revealed an
ongoing birth and death process in R-genes.
Intriguingly, a similar unit (the same pattern as #5 and
#10 with the orientation of genes toward each other and
several genes between them) surrounded by
OPUNC01G04010 and OPUNC01G04050 of the #5 gene
family exists on chromosome 1 in the BB-genome species
O. punctata (Additional file 1: Table S6). This unit is absent
in several AA-genome species (O. sativa cv. Nipponbare,
O. rufipogon, O. meridionalis, O. nivara, and O. glumaepa-
tula), while the flanking sequences of this unit are well con-
served. In the FF-genome species O. brachyantha, linkage
of a single gene of the #5 gene family (OB01G13970) to the
flanking sequences strongly supports our evolutionary
model of the two divergent structures of the Pi54 locus. In
Nipponbare genome, the #5 gene family is expanded and
35 homologous genes are identified (EnsemblPlants data-
base). It may contribute instability of rice genomes.
Surviving genus Oryza with the divergent Pi54 loci
Pi54 alleles with high levels of tolerance to rice blast dis-
ease were identified and clone from not only domesticated
but also wild rice species (Das et al. 2012; Devanna et al.
Fig. 7 Model of the evolution of the two types of Pi54 locus. In particular, the Pi54 allele in Sasanishiki has lost its function because of several
SNPs and small insertions and deletions. Dashed rectangle represents the mobile unit
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2014). In case of domesticated rice, it has been reported
that the frequency of the functional Pi54 genotype is
higher in the indica subspecies (up to 87.9%) than in java-
nica (8.6%, now known as tropical japonica) and japonica
(3.5%) (Vasudevan et al. 2015). Even in japonica cv. Sasa-
nishiki that the nucleotide sequence of Pi54 allele is simi-
larity to indica cv. Tetep, a dysfunctional Pi54 genotype
appeared because of accumulation of polymorphisms and
small insertions or deletions (Fig. 6). In case of wild rice
species, we found that Pi54 alleles in O. rufipogon and O.
meridionalis (distributed in East Asia and Oceania (Stein
et al. 2018)) were dysfunctional because of small (143 bp
and 37/44 bp) insertions or a mobile unit surrounded by
the homologous genes #5 and #10.
Recently, Zhong et al. (2018) found that the blast fungi
M. oryzae were grouped into three major globally dis-
tributed clades. In the clade 2, most pathogens were iso-
lated from indica rice-growing area. In the clade 3, most
were isolated from japonica rice-growing area. Each
clade shows different mating type (Zhong et al. 2018).
Therefore, Pi54 function may be essential for indica cul-
tivars to resist the clade 2 pathogens but not for most ja-
ponica cultivars and several wild rice species, such as
Nipponbare, O. rufipogon, and O. meridionalis. Taken
together, we came up with a hypothesis of strategies of
the divergent Pi54 loci. Sasanishiki type species might
evolve with the functional Pi54 genotype at the cost of
the loss of several NBS–LRR proteins (#7 to #9). In the
Nipponbare type species, Pi54 alleles became a pseudo-
gene, and three R-genes (#7 to #9) accumulated in the
adjacent region as compensation. Both type Pi54 loci
could confer genus Oryza with advantages surviving di-
verse pathogens distributed in different areas.
However, under global warming, pyramiding of the
blast resistance gene Pi54 into japonica commercial cul-
tivars would be urgent for rice breeding programs, be-
cause the geographic range of pathogens interacted with
Pi54 alleles will expand owing to increasing tempera-
tures (Stein et al. 2018). Our study of the Pi54 locus in
Nipponbare and Sasanishiki type species provides evolu-
tionary insights into the generation of diversity and a po-
tential genetic resource of rice breeding for blast
resistance in modern cultivars sustainability.
Conclusions
We found two divergent structures of Pi54 locus that
one carried dysfunctional Pi54 gene but an R-gene clus-
ter accumulated in the Pi54 locus as compensation in an
approximately 99 kbp region and was defined as Nip-
ponbare type. Another one only harbored functional
Pi54 gene (except Sasanishiki) but at the cost of loss of
the R-gene cluster in an around 25 kbp region and was
considered as Sasanishiki type. Both of the divergent
Pi54 loci are widely distributed in modern japonica
cultivars and wild rice species, including AA-, BB-, and
FF-genome species. Furthermore, these two divergent
loci had been developed before domestication and thus
was caused by natural selection rather than artificial se-
lection. Together with phylogenetic analysis, we came
up with an evolutionary model of the two divergent
structures of Pi54 locus. This study could contribute to
rice breeding programs and pave a novel way to under-
standing genetic evolution.
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